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ABSTRACT
Computational Studies on the Mechanical Inhomogeneity of Tropomyosin, and the
Directed and Cooperative Motility of the Ncd Motor. (December 2011)
Sirish Kaushik Lakkaraju, B.En., University of Madras, India;
M.S., Texas A&M University
Chair of Advisory Committee: Dr.Wonmuk Hwang
Alpha-helical coiled-coils are common protein structural motifs with varied
mechanical roles, such as, tropomyosin in muscle contraction or neck-stalks of kinesins
and myosins, in motor proteins. Using computer simulations, we characterized elastic
properties of coiled-coils both, globally and locally. Normal mode analysis for global
elastic properties revealed a buckling instability due to inherently present weak non-
bonded forces. We characterized this using a critical buckling length (lc). For coiled-
coils, lc was significantly less than their persistence length thereby governing the
filament conformation. We also found that mutations to the hydrophobic residues at
the knob-into-hole interface affect elasticity of coiled-coils significantly. We built a
flexibility map of tropomyosin using a local fluctuation analysis and found regional
variations in flexibilities due to such breaks in the knob-into-hole packing. Overall,
flexibility varies by more than twofold and increases towards the C-terminal region
of the molecule. Actin binding sites in α zones and broken core regions due to acidic
residues at the hydrophobic face such as, the Asp137 and the Glu218, are found to
be the most labile with moduli for splay and broad face bending as 70 nm and 116
nm, respectively. Such variations in flexibility could be relevant to the tropomyosin
function, especially for moving across the non-uniform surface of F-actin to regulate
myosin binding.
Non-claret disjunction (Ncd), is a Kinesin-14 family protein that walks to the
iv
microtubule’s minus end. Although available structures show its α-helical coiled-coil
neck in either pre- or post-stroke orientations, little is known about the transition
between these two states. Using a combination of molecular dynamics simulations
and structural analyses, we find that the neck travel is a guided diffusion involving
sequential intermediate contacts with the motor head. The post-stroke is at a higher
free-energy minimum than the pre-stroke. The importance of intermediate contacts
correlates with the existing motility data including those of mutant Ncds and other
members of the kinesin-14 family. While the forward motion has a ∼4.5 kBT (kB:
Boltzmann constant, T = 300 K) free energy barrier, recovery stroke goes nearly
downhill in free energy. The hysteresis in forward and reverse neck motion energet-
ics arises from the mechanical compliance of the protein, and together with guided
diffusion, it may be key for the directed motility of Ncd.
Although it is known that neighboring Ncds on a microtubule (MT) have an
attractive interaction and a group of Ncds act cooperatively, the physical basis of
neither this attraction nor the cooperativity is known. From structural analysis of
Ncd neighbors on an MT lattice we find that steric hindrances between the coiled-
coil neck-stalks of longitudinal neighbors drive synchrony among a group of Ncds
on a single protofilament. Across lateral dimers, surface loop L2 of the motor-head
(MH) that is not bound to the MT (unbound-MH) in a pre-stroke dimer, is seen
to have strong attraction to the nucleotide pocket in the MH that is bound to MT
(bound-MH) of its off-axis neighbor. Such an attraction will however impede the
motility in both the dimers. We hence propose rules that drive motor binding to an
MT site in the presence of immediate neighbors such that motility of the group is
not compromised. The unbound-MH, whose role in the walking step of an Ncd was
unclear, is thus seen to regulate MT decoration.
vTo Bhagwan Sri Sathya Saibaba
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I Persistence length lp of leucine zipper coiled-coil and mutants.
Mutated residues are marked in bold. lp drops with an increase in
the number of point mutations along the hydrophobic core (a and
d positions), while there is no significant effect by mutations in
exposed residues. As reported previously, in this range of coiled-
coil sizes, there is a dependence of lp on the length of the molecule,
as can be seen by comparing wild-type (WT) values of 112- and
84-residue coiled-coils. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 17
II Conditions used in RP-TMD simulations. The pre- and post-
stroke conformations of 1N6M or 3L1C are respectively from chain
A and B in the PDB file. The simulation stopped at time t
when the root-mean-square deviation of the system from the tar-
get structure fell below 0.8 A˚. ‘HF’ and ‘NF’ refer to two dif-
ferent ways for the reverse motion mentioned in Fig. 12. Refer-
ences for mutations are mentioned in the text. Ncd-ran12 is a 12
residue substitution where the 335RKELHNTVMDLR346 in the
WT neck was replaced by 335ESGAKQGEKGES346. For the LZ-
neck, the Ncd neck residues 320ELETCKEQLFQSNMERKELH-
NTVMDLR346 were replaced with that of a leucine zipper se-
quence 320KLMKQLEDKVEELLSKNYHLENEVARLK346. MAXF:
Maximum allowed perturbation in RP-TMD. . . . . . . . . . . . . . 50
xii
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III Comparison of the amino acid sequence and MT gliding velocities
(vm(µm/min)) in the Kinesin-14 family. Residues corresponding
to those forming the MH-neck contacts in Ncd are highlighted in
boldface, and colored blue and red. On these sites, residues that
deviate from those of Ncd are shown in italic. In Kar3, K453
replaces E413 of Ncd that forms the K336-E413 bond (Fig. 7),
which may be related to its slower MT gliding velocity. Residues
of Ncd forming hydrophobic contacts between the MH and the
neck are colored in green. They show poorer conservation ex-
cept for L418, which faces the central β-sheet of the MH core
(Fig. 10A). Sequence comparison with Kinesin-1 (Kin-1) shows
critical differences in the sites where the neck interacts. Note
that Ncd’s neck matches with a C-terminal region of the stalk of
Kinesin-1. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 60
IV Closest regions and residues between longitudinal neighbors Di,j
& Di,j+1. dmin measures the distance between the O & H atoms
in the respective side-chains of the closest residues across the two
dimers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 70
V Closest regions and residues between lateral neighbors Di,j &
Di+1,j. dmin measures the distance between the O & H atoms
in the respective side-chains of the closest residues across the two
dimers. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 73
VI Closest regions and residues between lateral neighbors across seam:
D13,j & D1,j+2; D13+1,j & D1,j+2. dmin measures the distance be-
tween the O & H atoms in the respective side-chains of the closest




1 With 8 β-sheets (yellow) surrounded by 3 α-helices (purple) on
either side, motor head of Ncd is similar to kinesin. Black: Nu-
cleotide binding pocket, green: MT binding regions, red: α-1 sub-
domain that interacts with the coiled-coil stalk (orange). . . . . . . . 4
2 Crystal structure of a cardiac muscle tropomyosin (PDB ID: 1C1G).
The α and β zones are shown in orange and cyan, respectively.
Successive α or β zones rotate by about 90◦ axially. Side chains
of the putative actin binding residues in α zones are shown in
magenta. Asp137 and Glu218 are shown in blue van der Waals
representation. Starting with triad 1 on the left (N-terminus), we
assigned 56 triads along the length of the molecule in intervals of
5 residues. Triads 1 and 56 were not considered for the flexibility
map to eliminate edge effects. The magnified image shows triads
14-18. ~e3 (red) points to the right, ~e2 (blue) points downward,
and ~e1 (pink) points out of the page. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 9
3 Example distributions of (a) ω1 and (b) ω2, and (c,d) quadratic fits
to their logarithm. Corresponding triad numbers are marked in
the graph. While equilibrium curvatures ω01 & ω02 are generally 0
along the length of tropomyosin, at triad 43 (lowest rigidity region
Fig. 5(b)) ω01 is about −0.01. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 19
4 Time evolution of ∆s and lpi for select triads. Averages were
made over 2.5-ns intervals, for triad 15 (circle), 30 (square) and
45 (diamond). Data for triads that occupy the minimum (blue
cross) and maximum (red triangle) in Fig. 5 are also shown, with
triad numbers marked. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 20
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FIGURE Page
5 Flexibility map of Tropomyosin. (a) ∆s, showing a jump near the
most labile region at Glu218 (triad 43). (b) lp1 regarding local
splay deformation. Minimum occurs again at triad 43. Marked in
orange represent α zones (cf., Fig. 2), which contain actin binding
sites (magenta stars) that are locally the most flexible. (c) lp2
regarding bend of the broad face. (d) lp3 representing torsional
stiffness. Overall, the molecule is more flexible towards the C-terminus. 21
6 Occupancy of backbone hydrogen bonds during the simulation.
A cutoff distance of 2.4 A˚ was used to identify hydrogen bond
formation. Regions of low hydrogen bond occupancy correspond
to labile regions in Fig. 5. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 22
7 Major MH-neck contacts of Ncd in the pre- and post-stroke struc-
tures. Hydrophobic contacts (not shown) play less specific role
during the neck travel, and they are less conserved within the
Kinesin-14 family (Table III). We call the α-helical coiled-coil
(α0) (A295-R346) as the neck. The MT plus end is on the right.
We measured the orientation of the neck using three angles, θlong,
θtrans and θtwist. Rtip is the distance of the tip of the neck (the S297
Cα atom) from its pre-stroke position. When the MH is bound to
the MT, α1 is approximately parallel to the MT axis and guides
the neck motion by forming intermediate contacts with it. The
relay helix α4 mediates the nucleotide-dependent ‘see-saw’ motion
of the MH (Fig. 16). Atomistic structures are rendered by using VMD. 25
8 A representative forward trajectory of the neck with PDB 1CZ7
as the pre- and 1N6M as the post-stroke structure. The same
trajectory was used for the forward case in Figs. 10 and 12. (A)
Major bond pattern. (B,C,D) Orientation angles defined in Fig. 7.
Three vertical dashed lines numbered 1–3 mark the substep events
noted in Fig. 12. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 37
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FIGURE Page
9 Probability of forming MH-neck contacts in RP-TMD under var-
ious conditions (Table II and Sec. C1). The structures used are
PDB 1CZ7 (pre) and 1N6M (post), except (C) 1N6M, (G) 3L1C
used for both pre- and post-stroke structures. (D,K) A double mu-
tant N340K/K640N. (A-G): Forward, (H-K) Reverse trajectories.
The maximum perturbation allowed in RP-TMD (MAXF) is 0.1
except (E) MAXF=0.05. Solvent model used is ACE2 except (F)
FACTS, and (B,J) explicit-water. In (H,J,K), the biasing poten-
tial of RP-TMD is applied to the neck first (‘NF’) whereas in (I)
it is applied to the MH first (‘HF’) (cf., Fig. 12B). In (B,J), bond
patterns are for single explicit-water simulations. The R335-D424
bond persists over a wider range in forward than in reverse tra-
jectories, which is responsible for the barrier at 2 in the forward
PMF (cf., Fig. 12B). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 51
10 Guidance and conformational changes of the neck. (A) α1 as a
guide rail. R335 and K336 of the neck sequentially form bonds
with D424, Q420 and E413 (Fig. 8A), whereas M343 of the neck
moves in the hydrophobic groove formed by M414, P417, and
L418. (B) Distribution of torsional strains in the α-helices of the
neck in the post- relative to the pre-stroke structure. (C) Ra-
machandran plot for the G347 hinge during the forward motion.
Substeps 1–3 in Figs. 8 and 12 are marked by circles. G347 be-
comes α-helical past 3. (D) Increase in the torsional energy of the
neck in the post-stroke state, notably after 3 where the cumulative
torsion increases (Fig. 8D and Fig. 11B). The reference structure
for measuring the elastic energy is an isolated and equilibrated
neck coiled-coil, which causes a ∼1.5 kBT basal energy when the
neck is attached to the MH. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 52
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FIGURE Page
11 Torsional deformation of the Ncd neck and its contribution to the
PMF. (A) Distribution of torsional strains on the neck coiled-coil
with different pre- and post-stroke structures used. Vertical axis is
the local twist angle of the neck in the post-stroke relative to the
pre-stroke structure. Overall positive angles suggest unwinding
of the left-handed coiled-coil. (B) Cumulative torsional angle at
different values of Rtip for the trajectory in Figs. 8 and 12. Torsion
develops mostly in the region Rtip > 60 A˚. (C) Contribution of
the torsion of the neck to the PMF. Red triangle: PMF for the
WT (Fig. 12B, rev NF). Green square: Neck in the pre-stroke
conformation of PDB 1CZ7 (lacking torsional strain) used for the
post-stroke conformation, including G347 in the random-coil state
(cf., Fig. 10C). Blue circle: With the 1CZ7 neck, but G347 in the
post-stroke α-helical conformation. The sharp change in PMF
between 3 and the post-stroke state is absent in the chimeras.
The PMF curves for the chimeras were vertically shifted to match
with the WT PMF at Rtip = 19.5 A˚. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 53
12 Energetics during the neck travel. (A) Force vectors obtained us-
ing the TOWS simulation at the tip of the neck for the trajectory
in Fig. 8. Forces range between 6–43 pN. Viewing direction is
the same as in Fig. 7. (B) PMF curves obtained by integrating
the components of the force vectors along the direction of travel,
for forward (circle) and reverse (triangle) trajectories. Substeps
marked 1–3 coincide with those in Fig. 8. For the reverse motion,
two types of trajectories were used: the MH rearranges prior to
the neck travel (head first; HF, solid triangle), and conversely, the
neck travels first (NF, open triangle). (C) Comparison between
forward and reverse trajectories at Rtip = 5 A˚ (near 1) and 21 A˚
(before 2). Arrow indicates the direction of travel. In the reverse
trajectory, the R335-D424 bond is formed only when the neck
almost finishes its travel ( vs. ?). . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 54
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FIGURE Page
13 Testing the reliability of the calculated PMF for WT (A–D), and
PMF of the double mutant N340K/K640N (E,F). (A) Comparison
between PMF curves calculated using different TMD trajectories
in the ACE2 implicit solvent (MAXF=0.1 and 0.05), and in ex-
plicit water. For the explicit-water trajectory, TOWS was carried
out using the GBSW implicit solvent model, which is known to
match the analytic Poisson-Boltzmann result within 2% error. (B)
PMF curves around the barrier 2 obtained using different spring
constants in TOWS. (C) Using harmonic constraints on the MH
backbone instead of fixing the domains of the MH that do not
interact with the neck. Although changes in energy is somewhat
different, the overall profile including the location of the peak is
the same. (D) Dividing the 0.8-ns sampling interval into two and
calculating PMF for each, which resulted in very little change.
For the TIP3P simulation in (A), and the simulations in (B) and
(C), the sampling was performed only around the neighborhood
of 2, and the corresponding PMFs were vertically shifted to com-
pare with the reference PMF. (E) Forward and (F) reverse PMFs
of the double mutant N340K/K640N. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 55
14 PMF curves from the one-step TMD where the neck travels ahead
of MH-rearrangement. Two-step TMD curve from Fig. 12B is
shown for comparison. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
15 First passage time for the Ncd’s neck to reach Rtip from the pre-
stroke position. (A) MAXF= 0.1, (B) MAXF= 0.05. The PMF
used are from Figs. 12B and 13A. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 56
16 Conformation of α4 in different crystal structures. Viewing di-
rection is the same as in Fig. 7. In PDB 3L1C, α4 is further
away from the MH (the see-saw motion), and the C-terminal tail
points to a direction similar to the docked neck linker in Kinesin-
1. Both PDB 1N6M and 3L1C have the neck in the post-stroke
orientations despite the difference in the conformation of α4. Us-
ing either of them as a post-stroke conformation in RP-TMD does
not affect the result significantly (Fig. 9C,G). . . . . . . . . . . . . . 57
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FIGURE Page
17 A model of MT-bound Ncd with C-tail and the MT E-hooks.
MH conformation used are (A) PDB 1CZ7 (ADP state) and (B)
PDB 3L1C (ATP-like) (Fig. 16). Orientation of the motor head
on the tubulin dimer is based on PDB 2P4N. The tubulin dimer
structure is from PDB 1JFF. After building the system, a 1-ns all-
atom explicit water simulation was performed using GROMACS
(333455 atoms in total) to relax the structure. In (B) the MT
plus-end pointing C-tail moved and made contact with the E-
hook of β-tubulin. C-tail conformations at the beginning and the
end of the simulations are colored ochre, while an intermediate
configuration where the contact with the e-hook begins in the
simulation is colored cyan. Likewise E-hooks at the beginning and
end of the simulations are colored green, while the intermediate
configuration is colored pink. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 58
18 Possible Ncd mechanochemical cycle. (A) MH of an Ncd dimer in
the ADP state binds to the MT (the unbound head is not shown).
(B) ADP releases during or after binding to the MT. Whether
the motion of the neck is initiated by the ADP release or ATP
binding is unclear (marked by ?) (C) ATP binding leads to travel
of the neck to the post-stroke side. (D) The MH detaches upon
ATP hydrolysis or γ phosphate release. (E) The unbound MH
advances to the minus-end direction via recovery stroke driven by
torsional relaxation and diffusion. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 59
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FIGURE Page
19 (a) 13 protofilament (P1, P2,...,P13) microtubule built from the
α-β tubulin dimer (PDB:1JFF). (b) Ncd dimer interacts with the
α-β tubulin dimer (T1) through one of its MH (bound MH, B1,1),
while the second MH (unbound MH, U1,1) travels passively with
the neck (N1,1). Orientation of the bound MH, B1,1 on T1 dimer
is obtained by superposing B1,1 onto the kinesin-MH 1MKJ in the
PDB 2P4N. (c) Neck rotates from the plus-end pointing pre-stroke
position to the minus-end pointing post-stroke position through
guided diffusion where it makes series of intermediate contacts
with the bound-MH. Neck travel is possibly triggered by an AT-
Pase event that leads to a see-saw motion of the bound-MH me-
diated by the relay helix α4 (colored in ochre). Rtip, the distance
of the tip of the neck (the S297 Cα atom) from its pre-stroke po-
sition; and θ, the longitudinal angle traversed by the neck from
its pre-stroke position are used to measure the neck travel. (d)
When Ncds thus decorate the MT filament, there are two pos-
sible neighbors for each Ncd dimer (along the longitudinal axis,
and off-axis or lateral). Lateral interactions between Ncds at the
seam are different from the interactions between two Ncds occu-
pying neighboring protofilaments elsewhere in the MT. . . . . . . . . 82
20 Longitudinal (Di,j-Di,j+1) (a,b) and lateral (Di,j-Di+1,j) neigh-
bors (c,d) from fitting MH from crystal 1CZ7 into cryo-EM maps
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22 Interactions between lateral neighbors Di,j & Di+1,j. Residues
from the two dimers are considered to form a potential contact
when their Cα atoms are lesser than 3 nm away. (a) When both
the dimers are in their pre-stroke, Ui,j blocks the NBP in Bi+1,j
thereby regulating Di+1,j’s mechanochemical cycle. Contact map
and dinte from a 3-ns MD simulation reveal a strong attractive
interaction between the surface loop L1 of Ui,j and the NBP of
Bi+1,j. These contacts weaken when an ATPase event triggers a
nearly 20 ◦ rotation of Bi,j around its α4 relay helix, and Ui+1,j
moves away from Bi+1,j. (b) When Di,j is in post-stroke, the
distance between Ui,j and Bi+1,j further increases. The interaction
between the two dimers (closest interacting regions are α4 in Ui,j
and α3 in Bi+1,j) is minimal as seen from the contact map and
dinte through a 3-ns MD simulation. . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . . 85
23 Interactions between lateral neighbors across seam. (a) Across the
seam, there are two types of neighbors: D13,j & D1,j+2; D13,j+1 &
D1,j+2. (b) When both D13,j & D1,j+2 are in their pre-stroke, L2 in
U13,j interacts with L8 in B1,j+2. While, post-stroke U13,j does not
interact with B1,j+2, it forms contacts via L11 with the pre-stroke
neck of D1,j+2 (refer Table 2). When both D13,j & D1,j+2 are in
post-stroke, no interactions are observed. (c) When both D13,j+1
and D1,j+2 are in pre-stroke, they do not interact. L2 of post-
stroke U13,j+1 interacts strongly with L5 of B1,j+2. When D1,j+2
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1CHAPTER I
INTRODUCTION:PREVIOUS STUDIES ON TROPOMYOSIN AND KINESIN-14
NCD AND MOTIVATION
A. Tropomyosin
Tropomyosin makes up a large complex family of α-helical coiled coils found in eu-
karyotes, and is usually seen bound to F-actin [1]. In thin filaments of muscle, it
regulates actin-myosin interactions by winding around actin in a right handed fash-
ion and blocking the actin-binding sites of myosin. While precise roles of non-muscle
tropomyosin isoforms such as those found in stress fiber assemblies is poorly under-
stood [2], tropomyosin has been observed to increase actin’s persistence length by
about 1.5 times [3]. It could thus significantly affect mechanical properties of the
cytoskeleton.
Since its 284 pairs of residues (∼40 nm) follow mostly an unbroken heptad (seven-
residue) periodicity, tropomyosin has been considered as a paradigm of an α-helical
coiled-coil [4]. In addition, in muscle isoforms, there is a ∼40-residue periodicity
where each period is divided into two alternative actin binding α and β zones. A
single tropomyosin molecule can attach to 7 consecutive actin monomers through a
strip of negatively charged side chains in either α or β zones. While α zones are more
regularly negatively charged [5], the actual actin binding residues on the surface of
tropomyosin are still not clearly known. Currently accepted “consensus” residues [6]
are those initially identified by Phillips [5, 7]. Point mutations along the charged
surface residues of tropomyosin have been associated with changes in cardiac mus-
cle contractility [8] and dilated cardiomyopathy [9]. Regulation of myosin binding
 The journal model is IEEE Transactions on Automatic Control.
2is achieved by the Ca2+ dependent action of tropomyosin and troponin [4]. In the
‘off’ state, tropomyosin is bound along the outer edge of the F-actin, blocking the
myosin binding site. When Ca2+ binds to troponin (bound to both tropomyosin and
F-actin), it undergoes conformational changes, allowing tropomyosin to move into
the groove of F-actin, exposing myosin binding site. Earlier this process was de-
scribed by a two-state model [5]. More recent observations led to a three-state steric
blocking model that consists of the off, blocked, and potentiated states depending on
whether tropomyosin covers F-actin’s myosin binding site fully, partially, or exposes
it [7]. Although details of this process are still unknown, it is likely that tropomyosin
undergoes deformation along the non-uniform helical surface of F-actin. Along the
molecule there are clusters of alanines which are thought to induce a bend, thereby
assisting the coiled-coil to wind around F-actin [10]. However, the energetics of de-
formation as the molecule binds and moves on F-actin has not been characterized
in detail. The mechanical properties of tropomyosin should hence be an important
factor for its function.
Previous mechanical characterization of tropomyosin treated it as a homogeneous
filament and estimated its global persistence length (lp) to be about 150 nm [11].
However, our previous estimate of bending stiffness of α-helical coiled-coils using
normal mode analysis was about 500 nm [12]. Hence it is important to determine
the factors that modulate stiffness of coiled-coils. Functionally distinct domains for
actin-binding or for inducing bend in tropomyosin are likely to have varied mechanical
properties. Thus a local flexibility map will be relevant in understanding how these
functionally distinct domains modulate elasticity of tropomyosin.
3B. Kinesin-14 Ncd
Ncd (Non-claret disjunction) is a homodimer that belongs to the kinesin-14 family of
motor proteins and is involved in spindle assembly and stabilization during meiotic
chromosome distribution in the Drosophila embryo [13]. Cytological analysis reveals
diffusive, multipolar or abnormally wide spindles in the meiosis I oocytes of the ncd
mutants that cause chromosomes to become widely scattered during the two meiotic
divisions and result in the formation of multiple telophase II nuclei of varying numbers
and sizes [14].
1. Motility mechanism
With a 40% sequence similarity and less than 2 A˚ root mean square deviation (RMSD)
in the backbone atoms of the central β sandwich (eight β-sheets flanked by 3 α
helices on either side, Fig. 1), the motor-heads (MH) of Ncd and conventional kinesins
(Kinesin-1 (Kin1)) are structurally very similar. Despite the high structural similarity
in the motor heads with which these dimers bind to and walk on microtubule (MT),
the motility properties of Ncds and Kin1 are largely different. While Kin1 travel to
the plus end of the MT and walk processively, the kinesin-14 family (Ncd, Kar3, etc)
motors walk to the minus ends of the MT non-processively [15].
It is believed that different motility behaviors across motors are achieved by
modifying subdomains such as those mediating track binding, force generation, and
allosteric transduction of ATPase or mechanical events to other parts of the motor [16].
Between Kin1 and Ncd, a key structural difference is the neck-linker that connects
the MH to the coiled-coil stalk [17]. Instead of a flexible neck linker as in Kinesin-
1, Ncd has an α-helical neck that continues from the stalk and connects directly to
the MH (Fig. 1). Mutational studies showed that directionality is partly determined
4Fig. 1. With 8 β-sheets (yellow) surrounded by 3 α-helices (purple) on either side, mo-
tor head of Ncd is similar to kinesin. Black: Nucleotide binding pocket, green:
MT binding regions, red: α-1 subdomain that interacts with the coiled-coil
stalk (orange).
by the neck domains: A chimeric Kinesin-1 with Ncd’s neck showed MT minus-end
directed motility whereas an Ncd with Kinesin-1’s neck linker was plus-end directed,
although motility in both cases was impaired [17, 18, 19, 20]. However, the underlying
structural mechanism is still not well-understood, in particular for Ncd.
In the case of Kinesin-1, the neck linker is disordered when unbound, and it docks
to the MH upon ATP binding [21]. Recent computational [22] and experimental [23]
studies showed that the N-terminal cover strand protruding from the MH is also
crucial for force generation, where the folding of the cover strand and the neck linker
into a β-sheet named the cover-neck bundle provides the necessary forward bias. In
contrast to such an order-disorder transition, cryo-electron microscopy (cryo-EM) and
x-ray studies indicate that the α-helical neck of Ncd rotates by about 70◦, more like
a lever-arm [24, 25]. In x-ray structures of Ncd in the pre- and post-stroke states,
the neck orients and makes contacts with the MH respectively in the the plus- and
5minus-end directions. However, the atomistic details of the transition between the
two states are unknown. The MH-neck contacts have different roles in Ncd motility,
as can be seen by the MT gliding velocities of the corresponding point mutations:
Some maintain a near wild-type (WT) activity [26] while others even switch direction
[27]. The issue of the nucleotide state in which the motion of the neck occurs is
also not clear [25, 28, 29]. Single-molecule studies even suggest occasional plus-end
directed stepping events [15, 30].
Atomistic simulations of the Ncd between these two known two end states will
hence not only explain the physical basis of the neck rotation, but also the roles
of different MH-neck contacts on the Ncd motility. Ncd and other members of the
kinesin-14 family have a large sequence and structure similarity with critical differ-
ences only in the MH-neck contact sites. Hence, determining the role of the MH-neck
contacts in the motility cycle of Ncd will also explain motility of these others mo-
tors from the kinesin-14 family. Further, atomistic trajectories of the neck transition
maybe used for calculating the energetics and features of the minimum free energy
path involved in the walking step of Ncd.
2. Cooperativity
Ncds are known to act cooperatively, as the forces measured on an MT acted upon by
a group of Ncds were much greater than that generated by a single Ncd [31]. When a
group of Ncds are sandwiched between two MTs, depending on whether the MTs have
a parallel or anti-parallel orientation, the Ncds act either as cross-linkers or trigger
sliding between the two filaments respectively [31]. With the Ncds attaching to the
two filaments through both their MT binding domains, the neck-stalk rotation to the
minus-end during the walking step of individual Ncds, leads to these two different
phenomena that is modulated by the orientation of the two filaments. This difference
6in behavior is crucial for proper mitosis activity as Ncds are found localized at two
different sites: those at the poles (where the MTs are oriented parallely) act as cross-
linkers, while those between the centrosome and kinetochore MTs (opposing polarity)
are involved in sliding [32].
Theoretical models predicted the force generated by a group of Ncds and the
effect of this cumulative force on the filament [33, 34]. These models however, failed
to incorporate the effect of interactions between immediate neighbors on the group
dynamics. Recent studies show an attractive interaction of about 1.5-1.7 kBT between
immediate neighbors among kinesin-1 and Ncd populations [35, 36]. This attractive
interaction seemed to aid the complete decoration of the MT, which is important
for EM reconstruction studies [35, 37] of these motors. The physical origin of this
attraction, on the other hand remained unknown. Also unknown is the effect of this
attraction on the walking step energetics and the motility cycle of the motors.
Since the end-states of the Ncd are known, structural analysis and molecular
dynamics simulations with various combinations of pre-& post-stroke Ncd dimers
occupying two neighboring sites on an MT lattice can reveal the physical basis of
attraction between two motors. Also, this atomistic analysis could reveal the possible
role of various structural elements such as the coiled-coil neck-stalks and the unbound-
MH in controlling interactions between neighbors and thereby regulating synchrony
between a group of motors.
7CHAPTER II
MODULATION OF ELASTICITY IN FUNCTIONALLY DISTINCT DOMAINS
OF TROPOMYOSIN COILED-COIL∗
A. Introduction
Tropomyosin is a 284 pair residue α-helical coiled-coil that winds around F-actin
and regulates actin-myosin interactions in muscle. It is also known to increase the
stiffness of actin-filaments by nearly 1.5 times. Previous mechanical characteriza-
tion of tropomyosin treated it as a homogeneous filament and estimated its global
persistence length (lp) to be about 150 nm [11]. Yet, due to the presence of func-
tionally distinct regions such as for actin binding or for inducing a bend, it is likely
that mechanical properties of tropomyosin is non-uniform along the molecule. Here
we construct a flexibility map of a cardiac muscle tropomyosin (Protein Data Bank
(PDB) ID: 1C1G) [38] using molecular dynamics (MD) simulations. Local coordinate
basis named triads were assigned along the length of the molecule and changes in their
relative orientation during MD was monitored, from which we calculated local bend-
ing and torsional stiffness. For comparison, we also use the standard leucine zipper
coiled-coil and study the effect of side chain mutations on its bending stiffness.
While bending stiffness of a single α-helix is not very sensitive to its amino acid
sequence [12, 39], we find that coiled-coil has a stronger sequence dependence, con-
trary to a previous continuum-based theoretical estimate [40] which did not consider
∗Portions of this chapter are reprinted with permission from Sirish Kaushik Lakkaraju
and Wonmuk Hwang, ”Modulation of elasticity in functionally distinct domains of
tropomyosin coiled-coil”, Cell.Mol.Bioeng.,Vol. 2, No.1 ,pp 57–65,2009,Copyright 2009 by
Springer Science and from Sirish Kaushik Lakkaraju and Wonmuk Hwang, “Critical buck-
ling length vs. persistence length: what governs a biofilament conformation?”, Phys. Rev.
Lett., Vol 102, pp 118102,2009, Copyright 2009 by APS.
8energetic contribution by the steric knob-into-hole packing of hydrophobic side chains
between two α-helices [41] . Thus coiled-coils with variations in amino acid sequence
may not be treated as uniform elastic rods. For tropomyosin, we find that its bending
moduli vary by more than twofold, between 220 and 470 nm. Around the broken core
region Asn137 [42], it further drops to 116 nm. Hence, analogous to the strength of
a chain determined by its weakest link, the ‘global’ persistence length obtained by
considering the entire tropomyosin molecule would be smaller.
The local flexibility map also elucidates how variation in flexibility is tailored for
the function of tropomyosin. In particular, α zones are more flexible than β zones,
which would be advantageous since tropomyosin binds to the deeper actin groove in
the blocked and more in the potentiated states through α zones. Being more flexible, α
zones may easily reach their binding site in the actin groove without requiring a rigid-
body motion of the entire molecule along F-actin. More generally, local flexibility map
of fibrous proteins will provide useful insights into their mechanical function.
B. Theory
1. Local fluctuation analysis
We first derive the expression for the elastic energy of a continuum rod [43, 44] and
explain how it is applied to the coiled-coil geometry. Our method is basically the
same as the one used by Choe and Sun for analyzing α-helix elasticity, except that
they averaged fluctuation over the length of the molecule [39].
Let r(s) be the position vector of the contour of a rod of length L parametrized
by the contour length s, such that r(0) and r(L) represent two ends of the rod. The
9Fig. 2. Crystal structure of a cardiac muscle tropomyosin (PDB ID: 1C1G). The α and
β zones are shown in orange and cyan, respectively. Successive α or β zones
rotate by about 90◦ axially. Side chains of the putative actin binding residues
in α zones are shown in magenta. Asp137 and Glu218 are shown in blue van
der Waals representation. Starting with triad 1 on the left (N-terminus), we
assigned 56 triads along the length of the molecule in intervals of 5 residues.
Triads 1 and 56 were not considered for the flexibility map to eliminate edge
effects. The magnified image shows triads 14-18. ~e3 (red) points to the right,
~e2 (blue) points downward, and ~e1 (pink) points out of the page.





We introduce two additional unit vectors e1(s) and e2(s) that are binormal to e3, so
that {e1, e2, e3} forms a right-handed triad. Choices for e1 and e2 are not unique and
they only need to be continuously differentiable with respect to s. Typically e1 and
e2 are chosen based on the cross-sectional geometry of the rod, to better represent
the physics.
Now we consider a rod whose equilibrium shape is straight. When it deforms,
the curvature vector ~ω is related to e3 by [43]
de3
ds
= ~ω × e3, (2.2)
i.e., ~ω is the rate of rotation of the triad along s. When decomposed using triads, ω1
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and ω2 represent bending of the rod in two directions normal to the contour and ω3
represents torsion (we ignore stretch in the axial direction, which is usually a good
approximation for α-helices and β-sheet filaments since their backbone hydrogen bond
network is stiff due to the narrowly distributed hydrogen bond distances [12, 45]). If
~e1 and ~e2 are chosen as principal axes of the cross section of the rod, for a linear elastic
material (but not necessarily homogeneous along the length), the elastic energy per









Here, κi(s) is the stiffness of the rod with respect to the rotation along ei. The total
elastic energy of the rod is then Etot =
∫ L
0
dsE(s). For a rod whose equilibrium shape






κi(ωi − ω0i)2, (2.4)
where ω0i(s) is the equilibrium curvature of the rod.
If the rod is in thermal equilibrium at temperature T , the average elastic energy







κi〈(ωi − ω0i)2〉∆s. (2.5)
Here 〈·〉 denotes ensemble or time average and ∆s is chosen small enough so that κi,
ωi, and ω0i can be considered invariant over this interval. kB is Boltzmann constant.
For tropomyosin, we assigned triads as follows. First, centroids for each α-helix
were assigned with an interval of 5 residues. These were chosen using the position of
ten Cα atoms in an overlapping manner, so that the first centroid is based on residues
1–10, the second on 6–15, etc. In total there are 56 centroids on each α-helix. The
midpoint between n-th centroids of the two helices then defines the contour vector
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rn (n = 1 · · · 56). We assigned e3 = (rn+1 − rn)/|rn+1 − rn| and e1 was obtained as
a unit vector normal to both e3 and the vector pointing from centroid n of helix A
to that of helix B (choice of helix A and B is arbitrary). This fixes e2 = e3 × e1
(Fig. 2). To construct triad 56 (the last one), a new centroid, 57 was calculated using
residues 281–284. But triads 1 and 56 were not used for the actual calculation to
eliminate possible end effects. The distance ∆s between triads is not uniform across
the molecule (cf., part (a) of the figure shown on page 21). We used the value of ∆s
for each successive triad pair averaged over the simulation time.
The curvature vector ~ωn was calculated as follows. Two neighboring triads {eni}






Expressing each unit vector of a triad in terms of three Cartesian components, Eq. 2.6
can be cast in a matrix form, E(n+1) = UEn. The i-th row of the 3 × 3 matrix En
represents the three cartesian components of ~eni. Multiplying E
−1 on both sides
yields U and hence the three Euler angles θi (the standard notation for Euler angles
are α, β, and γ, but we use θi for notational simplicity).[47] Components of the
curvature vector are then ωni = θi/∆s. In equilibrium, its distribution is Gaussian.
By measuring average and variance, Eq. 2.5 can be used to get κi for each triad. Below
we present data using the persistence length lpi = κi/kBT (T = 300K) instead of κi.
As Fig. 2 shows, lp1 is the persistence length with respect to the splay deformation of
the molecule as a twisted tape whereas lp2 is for bending of the broad face. Torsional
rigidity is represented by lp3.
Note that we implicitly assumed that e1 and e2 as assigned above are local
principal axes. If they are not, there is a term proportional to the product ω1ω2
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in Eq. 2.3. Although it is possible to find principal axes based on the distribution
of ω1 and ω2, we did not do that since our analysis based on e1 and e2 provides an
intuitively clear picture of tropomyosin as a twisted tape, while a more accurate set of
principal axes may depend on local amino acid sequence, resulting in a less intuitive
geometry. Furthermore, as explained below, our simple approach still provides many
useful information about the elasticity of tropomyosin.
2. Normal mode analysis
Determining flexural rigidity κb = min(κ1, κ2) and lp = κb/kBT using normal mode
analysis (NMA) is well documented in earlier works. [12, 45, 48] Here we just present
the equations used.
For a freely vibrating rod in a linear elastic regime, flexural rigidity can be






Here, ρl is the mass per unit length, ω
(m) is the angular frequency of the m-th bending
mode (note that this is different from the component of the curvature vector of the
n-th triad ωni introduced above). k
(m) is the wave number given by c
(m)
L
, with c(1) =
4.7300, c(2) = 7.8532, c(3) = 10.9956, etc. L is the length of the rod. [45] In principle,
κb does not depend on the mode number m. [12] In calculations below, we use the
first bending mode (m = 1).
C. Simulation details
We used CHARMM [49] version c34b1 for simulations and Visual Molecular Dynamics
(VMD) [50] for visualizations. The param19 force field in CHARMM was used. [51]
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For NMA of leucine zipper structures, straight coiled-coils were constructed using
a C-code provided by Offer. [52] They were energy minimized in a two-step pro-
cess. First, backbone atoms were constrained harmonically with a spring constant
of 5 kcal/(mol·A˚2) and side-chains were energy minimized using the adopted basis
Newton-Raphson (ABNR) method until the energy change between successive mini-
mization steps reached less than the default tolerance of CHARMM. Next, constraints
were removed and the entire molecule was again fully energy minimized. The VIBRA
facility of CHARMM was used to calculate normal modes and their frequencies. Stiff-
ness was calculated using Eq. 2.7.
For the flexibility map, simulations were carried out on the 1C1G structure.
Since a coiled-coil has a well-defined packing geometry by the knob-into-hole inter-
helical packing and the backbone hydrogen bonds in the α-helices, conformational
fluctuations are likely to exist in the solvent exposed side-chains. In MD simulations,
these are likely to fluctuate. Hence, although the resolution of 7-A˚ for a crystal
structure is low, it is still likely to yield global conformational changes that are relevant
for our study.
To incorporate the effect of solvation effects, we used the ACE2 continuum solvent
model in CHARMM.[53, 54] It has been previously shown that water molecules do not
affect the elasticity of α-helices much, although stability may be affected more.[12,
39] This is because the elasticity is determined mainly by the network of backbone
hydrogen bonds rather than by interaction among side chains and water molecules.
It is expected that the same is true for coiled-coils, which, in addition to backbone
hydrogen bonds, have the knob-into-hole packing of hydrophobic residues as a major
determinant of elasticity.
After energy minimization as described above, MD simulation was performed
with a step size of 1 fs. The system was heated for 650 ps from 0 K to 300 K, in 5
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K increment every 10 ps. After heating, equilibration run followed for 200 ps, during
which velocities were rescaled if the temperature deviated from 300 K by more than
5 K. The final production run lasted 10 ns. Coordinates were recorded every 10 ps,
totaling 1000 coordinate frames, with 56 triads per frame. To calculate stiffness, we
made histograms of ωni (n = 1 · · · 56, i = 1, 2, 3), with a bin size of 0.002 rad/A˚ (parts
(a,b) of the figure in page 19). Fitting logarithm of this histogram with a quadratic
curve (parts (c,d) of the figure in page 19) yields average and variance of ωni. We
calculated stiffness by using Eq. 2.5.
D. Results
1. Critical buckling length governs coiled-coil filament conformation
When we calculated flexural rigidity for coiled-coils with leucine-zipper sequence of
varying lengths using Eqn. 2.7, we noted that the bending stiffness dropped for longer
coiled-coils. The drop of κb for longer coiled-coils is due to weak non-bonded attrac-
tions among atoms that increase as the chain bends and eventually lead to buckling
instability.
To check, we constructed a bead on a chain model (1D chain) where beads
have the mass of a carbon atom, and are connected by harmonic springs of rest
length b = 1 A˚ and spring constant Kb = 8000 kcal/mol·A˚2. Bending stiffness is
prescribed by a harmonic potential for the bond angle θ, U(θ) = Kθ(θ − pi)2, with
Kθ = 800 kcal/mol·rad2. Non-bonded attraction is incorporated via the Lennard-
Jones potential for the distance r between any two non-neighbor beads.
VLJ(r) = 
[
(2b/r)12 − 2 (2b/r)6] . (2.8)
NMA shows that when  = 0, κb does not drop for any length of the chain. κ
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however dropped for  = 0.3 kcal/mol and further for  = 0.7 kcal/mol, confirming
that the drop is indeed due to the attractive force.
These results suggest that non-bonded attraction cannot be ignored for suffi-
ciently long filaments. Even when forces balance in a straight configuration, attrac-
tion between two points on the chain increases as it bends. As non-bonded attraction
is usually weak, restoring force prevails for short chains. However, beyond a certain







n − fc), (2.9)
where κ0 is the length-independent, local bending stiffness. The critical buckling force
fc represents non-bonded attraction. Setting fc = 0 in Eq. (2.9) restores Eq. (2.7).




such that for L > lc, ω
2
n < 0, i.e., there is no stable wave solution. Since cn grows with
n, higher modes have larger lc. From a linear fit to a plot of X ≡ L−2 vs. Y ≡ ω2nL2
we then retrieved lc for the coiled-coils which was about 70 nm.
Since lc < lp for coiled-coils, lc rather than lp is the length scale governing the
chain conformation. A single tropomyosin molecule is about 42 nm, thereby limiting
itself within the critical buckling limit. Even the 50-nm long coiled-coil stalk of kinesin
has a hinge in the middle [55], so that the respective CC segments are well shorter
than lc.
2. Persistence length of a coiled-coil depends on the amino acid sequence
Earlier estimates of the lp of coiled-coils in experiments were ∼150 nm, for the myosin
S2 subdomain [56] and tropomyosin [11]. As mentioned above, lp measured from
16
global conformation of the molecule may be affected by flexible points and we expect
that a coiled-coil with an ideal heptad periodicity would have a longer lp [12]. To
further study the effect of amino acid composition on stiffness of a coiled-coil, we
constructed 112-residue long straight coiled-coils whose heptad sequence was taken
from the GCN4 leucine zipper. We introduced point mutations and calculated lp for
each mutant using NMA. Some of these mutants were unstable in MD at 300 K, so
local fluctuation analysis could not be applied. As mentioned previously [12], stiffness
and stability represent different parts of the energy landscape: While stiffness relates
to the curvature of the conformational energy minimum, stability is a measure of the
height of the energy barrier between the conformational minimum and other states.
Thus, stiffness can be measured even for weakly stable mutants using NMA.
Table I shows that replacing hydrophobic residues with charged ones in d posi-
tions leads to a progressive decrease in stiffness with an increasing number of mu-
tations. However, point mutations in the hydrophilic outer edge does not affect the
stiffness significantly (bottom row in Table I). Thus while the knob-into-hole packing
between hydrophobic faces of α-helices contributes to the stiffness of the coiled-coil,
there is no significant contribution by residues on the outer side, including the inter-
helical salt bridges formed between charged residues in e and g positions of the heptad.
Instead, these salt bridges are important for maintaining stability of the coiled-coil
by protecting the hydrophobic contacts among a and d residues from water [57].
In an earlier theoretical study by Wolgemuth and Sun [40], the adhesion energy
between two α-helices was treated as constant under deformation of the coiled-coil.
However, our calculation suggests that the steric knob-into-hole packing between
hydrophobic side chains in a and d positions would provide a significant barrier to
deformation, rendering lp of a leucine zipper longer than experimental estimates of






















































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































3. Tropomyosin has regions of varied flexibility
Previous crystallographic studies identified regions of varying radius and pitch across
the length of tropomyosin [38], which suggests that it may not be mechanically uni-
form along the length. We investigated this by constructing the flexibility map calcu-
lated from a 10-ns MD simulation. Fig. 3 shows example distributions of ωi. To check
whether the simulation time was sufficient, we calculated ∆s and the elastic moduli
for select triads separately across 2.5 ns intervals during the production run (Fig. 4).
∆s does not change notably over time (Fig. 4(a)). However, measured values of mod-
uli vary more strongly over time. Yet it is not clear whether they fluctuate or drift
(Fig. 4(b-d)). Although a longer MD simulation may reveal a clearer trend, distribu-
tion of moduli along the molecule (i.e., as a function of the triad number) is already
apparent and is not likely to change in any major way even in longer simulations.
Besides, as mentioned briefly in our NMA on leucine zipper, at longer times, parts of
the molecule may develop instability, which further complicates elasticity analysis.
The flexibility map reveals several interesting features that could be relevant
to the function of tropomyosin. Part (a) of the figure in page 21 traces the distance
between triads ∆s averaged over the production run. It mostly stays within 7.35–7.55
A˚, but increases to about 8.3 A˚ between triads 43–45. This is the region surrounding
Glu218. Crystallographic studies show an increased radius in this region due to
improper knob into hole packing [10, 42]. But ∆s stays at the elevated value without
any further increase (Fig. 4(a)). We also did not observe any notable unfolding of
this region within the simulation time.
Comparing bending stiffness in two directions, if the molecule is depicted as
a twisted tape, it is more flexible with respect to splay (lp1) than to bending (lp2)
(parts (b,c) of the figure on page 21). The regions at Asp137 (d position) and Glu218
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Fig. 3. Example distributions of (a) ω1 and (b) ω2, and (c,d) quadratic fits to their
logarithm. Corresponding triad numbers are marked in the graph. While equi-
librium curvatures ω01 & ω02 are generally 0 along the length of tropomyosin,
at triad 43 (lowest rigidity region Fig. 5(b)) ω01 is about −0.01.
(a position) are highly flexible (lp1 ∼ 250 nm, 116 nm, and lp2 ∼ 68 nm, 196 nm
respectively). As we see from Table. I, non-hydrophobic residues in the a & d positions
reduce the stiffness of the coiled-coil. Improper knob into hole packing and increased
spacing between the two α-helices as explained above, could be destabilizing the
molecule at these regions, leading to increased flexibility.
Fig. 5(b) also reveals that along all the α-zones (orange filled circles), the putative
actin binding sites (magenta stars) form local rigidity minima, which would assist
with actin binding. These sites are composed of regular repeats of negatively charged
residues in b and f positions of the heptad.[4] The enhanced flexibility is likely because
of more polar residues occupying the a and d positions at the hydrophobic core
(such as Tyr or Gln in the d position), which is consistent with our mutational
analysis of leucine zipper (Table I). In the blocked state and further in the potentiated
state, when the molecule moves into the actin groove, flexible actin binding interfaces
would render the transition as a succession of local movements, so that the actin
20
Fig. 4. Time evolution of ∆s and lpi for select triads. Averages were made over 2.5-ns
intervals, for triad 15 (circle), 30 (square) and 45 (diamond). Data for triads
that occupy the minimum (blue cross) and maximum (red triangle) in Fig. 5
are also shown, with triad numbers marked.
binding domains first reach the binding site, followed by the movement of the rest in
a deformable way. Otherwise, the entire 40-nm long molecule would have to move on
actin more as a rigid body, which would be a difficult task. Likewise, flexible domains
would assist with reverse transitions out of the actin groove.
Overall, flexibilities in all three directions of deformation increase towards the C-
terminus, including torsional rigidity, lp3 (Fig. 5). The globular head of the troponin
complex binds to the region around triad 38, and the tail of troponin T binds to
the C-terminal part of tropomyosin. The C-terminal half of tropomyosin interacts
with the troponin complex, while the N-terminal half may need to move in a more
independent fashion, which may be why the N-terminal part is stiffer. Furthermore,
we did not find any particular reduction in flexibility in regions of alanine clusters.
Thus, although they may induce a bend through improper knob-into-hole packing [4],
they are not necessarily more flexible.
In this long coiled-coil, backbone hydrogen bonds in each α-helix do not stay
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Fig. 5. Flexibility map of Tropomyosin. (a) ∆s, showing a jump near the most labile
region at Glu218 (triad 43). (b) lp1 regarding local splay deformation. Mini-
mum occurs again at triad 43. Marked in orange represent α zones (cf., Fig. 2),
which contain actin binding sites (magenta stars) that are locally the most flex-
ible. (c) lp2 regarding bend of the broad face. (d) lp3 representing torsional
stiffness. Overall, the molecule is more flexible towards the C-terminus.
always formed throughout the simulation. Since earlier studies indicated its impor-
tance in elasticity of α-helices [12] and β-sheets [45], we plotted percentage of time
that they are formed within five residues for each triad (Fig. 6). Hydrogen bonds
mostly stay intact with occupancy higher than 80%. Regions where the hydrogen
bond occupancy is low correspond to flexible regions shown in Fig. 4, such as triads
27 and 43. In these regions, deformation is accompanied by breakage of backbone
hydrogen bonds, thus their elastic properties are likely nonlinear. Local persistence
length, or stiffness κi (Eg. 2.3) are thus simple indicators of local lability, but these
22
regions should not be regarded as linearly elastic.
Fig. 6. Occupancy of backbone hydrogen bonds during the simulation. A cutoff dis-
tance of 2.4 A˚ was used to identify hydrogen bond formation. Regions of low
hydrogen bond occupancy correspond to labile regions in Fig. 5.
E. Discussion
To a first approximation, a fibrous protein may be described as a uniform elastic rod.
This is the case for filaments such as F-actin and microtubule, which are built by
assembly of identical subunits. Earlier works suggested that elasticity of α-helices is
roughly independent of the amino acid sequence, so they can be described as mechan-
ically uniform [12, 39]. Coiled-coils, however, have stronger sequence dependence in
its elasticity. We found that mutations in the a and d positions of the leucine-zipper
coiled-coil affects its elasticity whereas those on other positions do not. Residues on
a and d positions are typically hydrophobic and make knob-into-hole packing to hold
the two α-helices together. Charged side chains on e and g positions form salt bridges,
which, although important for stability [58], we find do not affect the elasticity signif-
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icantly. Here we emphasize the difference between stability and flexibility: flexibility
is determined by the local curvature of the conformational free energy minimum of the
molecule, while stability is related to the height of the energy barrier to escape from
this minimum. In mechanical terms, stability can be related to the yield strength.
Also, as our hydrogen bond analysis in Fig. 6 shows, regions of high flexibility may
not follow linear elasticity, so that their elastic moduli should be interpreted with
caution.
Our analysis thus shows that long coiled-coils may not be treated as uniform
elastic rods. Global persistence length or flexural rigidity would only be a coarse
indicator. In the past, the coiled-coil neck of Rad50 has been observed to have
regions of varying flexibility [59]. Common variations in the heptad periodicity such
as stutters (deletion of 3 residues in a heptad) and stammers (deletion of 4 residues)
have also been suggested to lead to local flexibility changes [60].
F. Conclusion
We find that tropomyosin, despite having a sequence that mostly follows the hep-
tad periodicity, also has varied rigidities between functionally distinct domains across
its length (Fig. 5). Overall the molecule is more flexible in the C-terminal region,
and in the actin binding sites. Regions with charged residues at the hydrophobic
face (Asp137 and Glu218) are particularly flexible. Such regular variations in flexi-
bility by more than twofold may have implications in tropomyosin function, in par-
ticular for its movement along the actin filament. More structural data regarding
tropomyosin bound to F-actin, and/or with other tropomyosin binding proteins such
as the troponin complex, would further allow to elucidate how the distribution of
elastic properties control the tropomyosin function.
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CHAPTER III
HYSTERESIS BASED MECHANISM FOR THE DIRECTED MOTILITY OF
THE NCD MOTOR∗
A. Introduction
All motor proteins in the kinesin family share a similar ATPase catalytic core [61, 62].
Different motility behaviors are achieved by modifying subdomains such as those
mediating track binding, force generation, and allosteric transduction of ATPase or
mechanical events to other parts of the motor [16]. A prime example is the direction
reversal in Ncd compared to that of Kinesin-1 [63, 64]. Unlike Kinesin-1 that has the
motor head (MH) at the N-terminal end, the MH of Ncd is at the C-terminal end
(called a C-terminal kinesin) [62]. Having nearly identical MH structures, the two
kinesins differ mainly in the neck domain that connects the MH to the coiled-coil stalk
[17]. Instead of a flexible neck linker as in Kinesin-1, Ncd has an α-helical neck that
continues from the stalk and connects directly to the MH (Fig. 7). Mutational studies
showed that directionality is partly determined by the neck domains: A chimeric
Kinesin-1 with Ncd’s neck showed microtubule (MT) minus-end directed motility
whereas an Ncd with Kinesin-1’s neck linker was plus-end directed, although motility
in both cases was impaired [17, 18, 19, 20]. However, the underlying structural
mechanism is still not well-understood, in particular for Ncd.
In x-ray structures of Ncd in the pre- and post-stroke states, the neck orients and
makes contacts with the MH respectively in the the plus- and minus-end directions
(Fig. 7 shows a list of contacts). However, the atomistic details of the transition
∗Portions of this chapter are reprinted with permission from Sirish Kaushik Lakkaraju
and Wonmuk Hwang, ”Hysteresis based mechanism for the directed motility of the ncd
motor”, BioPhys.J, In press. Copyright 2011 by Cell Press.
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Fig. 7. Major MH-neck contacts of Ncd in the pre- and post-stroke structures. Hy-
drophobic contacts (not shown) play less specific role during the neck travel,
and they are less conserved within the Kinesin-14 family (Table III). We call
the α-helical coiled-coil (α0) (A295-R346) as the neck. The MT plus end is
on the right. We measured the orientation of the neck using three angles,
θlong, θtrans and θtwist. Rtip is the distance of the tip of the neck (the S297
Cα atom) from its pre-stroke position. When the MH is bound to the MT,
α1 is approximately parallel to the MT axis and guides the neck motion by
forming intermediate contacts with it. The relay helix α4 mediates the nu-
cleotide-dependent ‘see-saw’ motion of the MH (Fig. 16). Atomistic structures
are rendered by using VMD.
between the two states are unknown.
Here we use molecular dynamics (MD) simulations and structural analyses to
elucidate the motion of Ncd’s neck between the pre- and post-stroke orientations. We
find several intermediate contacts between the neck and the MH not seen in x-ray
structures representing the end states. For the neck motion, the α1 subdomain of the
MH serves as a guide rail . The free energy profile along the path of the moving neck
(potential of mean force; PMF) has an energy barrier in the forward motion. But
lacking a strong directional bias, the neck moves mostly via diffusion guided by the
intermediate contacts. In contrast, the PMF for the reverse motion (recovery stroke)
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is very different and has no major energy barrier. This is due to the compliance of
the protein that causes different intermediate bond patterns in the two directions of
motion. Also, relaxation of the torsional strain of the neck in the post-stroke position
partly drives the recovery stroke. The PMF profile is consistent with cryo-EM data
showing a lower stability of the neck in the post-stroke position, and it explains a
∼10◦ mismatch in the orientation of the neck in x-ray and cryo-EM structures [25].
The importance of residues in making the intermediate contacts correlates with the
differences in MT gliding velocities of the corresponding mutants [26]. We also find
that the mobile C-terminal tail of Ncd [28] may not play a direct role during the neck
motion. The present results suggest that guided diffusion enables Ncd to walk under
load, and hysteresis in energetics provides directionality in the mechanochemical cycle
of Ncd.
B. Overview of methods and analyses
1. Structures used
We used x-ray structures of the Ncd dimer, Protein Data Bank (PDB) ID 1CZ7 [65],
1N6M [24], and 3L1C [28]. Both heads in PDB 1CZ7 have the neck in the pre-stroke
orientation. In PDB 1N6M and 3L1C, the two heads of the dimer are respectively
in pre- and post-stroke states. We used various combinations of these structures
(Sec. C1 in Simulation Details and the table in page 50), and the pathways of the
neck between the two conformations were all very similar. We also tested 10 mutants
of Ncd to elucidate their behaviors in MT gliding experiments [26, 27] (table in page
50).
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2. Choice of simulation modality for finding the transition path
To find the pathways of the neck between the pre- and post-stroke orientations, we
performed multiple restricted-perturbation targeted molecular dynamics (RP-TMD)
simulations [66] (table in page 50) and analyzed trajectories statistically (figure on
page 51 and Sec.C1). In the original formulation of targeted molecular dynamics,
transition between the initial and target structures is accomplished by applying a
biasing force that reduces the RMSD between the two [67]. Since the biasing force can
push the system over large energy barrier that is otherwise inaccessible, in RP-TMD,
the magnitude and direction of the biasing force is regulated so that the transition
follows the minimum free energy path more closely [68].
To test whether features from TMD trajectories are a part the minimum free
energy path, for a representative trajectory, we performed explicit-water equilibrium
simulations of the key intermediate structures without the bias of RP-TMD (Sec. 2).
Additional structural analysis revealed that the observed trajectories also provide a
sterically plausible picture (explained in Results).
In addition to RP-TMD [66, 68], we considered two other methods for charac-
terizing the pathway of the neck: the normal mode superposition model [69] and the
minimum energy path (MEP) method [70, 71]. In normal mode superposition model
(NMSM), normal modes of two conformations of a protein are used to build a path
between them [69]. However, for Ncd, the cumulative involvement coefficient which
measures the contribution of a given set of normal modes to the conformational tran-
sition, was only 0.49–0.51 for the first 100 modes, in contrast to 0.9 for myosin V
between the rigor and post-rigor conformations [69]. This implies that akin to the
case of conformational changes in Kinesin-1 [72] normal modes may not be directly
related to the motion of Ncd’s neck.
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Minimum energy path (MEP) is a path optimization technique, where a trial
path between two conformations (such as via linear interpolation) is refined using
conjugate peak refinement [70]. While it was successfully used to find conformational
changes across the relay helix that are coupled to the switch II during the recovery
stroke of myosin [71], we could not determine the first order saddle points for the
neck rotation in Ncd, possibly because the neck diffuses over a large range while
forming multiple intermediate contacts. Without incorporating the effect of thermal
fluctuation, MEP may not offer a good picture of such a transition [66].
3. Orientation of the neck
We quantified the orientation and elastic deformation of the neck during the transition
by adopting the methods we developed for the analysis of α-helical filaments [12, 73]
(Chapter II, Section B4).
To measure the three angles defined in Fig. 7, we first assigned unit vectors
along the axis of the neck; upre, upost, and u, respectively in the pre-, post-, and an
intermediate state during the travel. If we denote the projection of u on the plane
spanning upre and upost by u
′, the angle between upre and u′ is θlong, and that between
u and u′ is θtrans. To measure θtwist, we first translated the three conformations of the
neck mentioned above so that their axes merge at the C-terminal end. The merging
point of the three axes was used as a pivot for rotation. We rotated the intermediate
structure (containing u) towards u′ by −θtrans, followed by the rotation on the plane
spanning upre and upost by −θlong. These operations align the neck in the intermediate
state to the pre-stroke conformation without affecting rotation about its axis. For
the neck each in the pre-stroke and intermediate conformations, we assigned local
triads [73] (see the next section). θtwist is the axial rotation angle of the triads at the
N-terminal end of the neck between the intermediate and pre-stroke conformations.
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In addition, rigid body rotation during the travel was quantified by measuring the
axial rotation angles of the triads at the C-terminal end of the neck (close to the
hinge). At the end of the travel, it was 10.5◦. The net torsion in the neck is the
difference between θtwist and the rigid-body rotation angle, which is ' 21.8◦ for the
trajectory used in figure on page 37.
4. Deformation of the neck
Local Strain. We assigned local triads to individual α-helices and also to the neck
coiled-coil as a whole. For the former, we assigned centroids of an α-helix with a
3-residue interval using Cα atoms in an overlapping manner (residue 297–299 for
triad 1, 298–300 for triad 2, etc). In total there were 47 centroids on each α-helix.
The arm e
(n)
3 of the n-th triad (n = 1 · · · 46) in the direction of the α-helical axis is
defined along the line from the n-th to the (n+ 1)-th centroids. The second arm e
(n)
2
is the unit vector normal to both e
(n)
3 and a vector formed by connecting the n-th





3 × e(n)2 .
The rotation angle between two successive triads about e
(n)
3 represents the local
twist, which can be found by calculating the corresponding Euler angle. Similarly,




2 quantify local bending in two orthogonal direc-
tions. The difference in the local twist angles between post- and pre-stroke structures
provides the local torsional strain map shown in the part B of figure on page 52.
Triads for the coiled-coil were defined similarly. We located the mid-point be-
tween each pair of centroids assigned to the two α-helices. The axial arm e
(n)
3 of the
triad is the unit vector along the line joining two successive mid-points. The next arm
e
(n)
2 is perpendicular to both e
(n)
3 and the line joining the corresponding centroids of




3 × e(n)2 . Local strain was measured using the
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same method as for the individual α-helices. The difference in local torsional angles
between the pre- and post-stroke structures of the neck is in the part A of the figure
on page 53. The sum of local torsional angles lies in the 23.7-27.2◦ range for the
PDB structures tested, which is consistent with the net torsional angle calculated as
a difference between θtwist and the rigid-body rotation angle in Sec. 3 above.
Torsional Energy. We isolated the neck (A295-R346) of PDB 1CZ7 and performed a
20-ns explicit-water MD simulation at 300 K. Denoting ω
(n)
i as the Euler angle divided
by the length between triads n and n + 1 of the coiled-coil with e
(n)
i as the rotation
axis (n = 1, · · · , 46), we measured its variance during the simulation, var(ω(n)i ). The
local stiffness κ
(n)









where ∆s = 1.44 A˚ is the average distance between triads. Using the torsional stiffness
κ
(n)
3 and the measured local torsional angles of the traveling neck, we calculated the
elastic energy in the part D of figure on page 52.
5. Tug-of-war sampling (TOWS)
For calculating the PMF along RP-TMD trajectories, we applied the tug-of-war sam-
pling (TOWS) method that we previously used for the study of Kinesin-1 [22], with
higher-order terms included for greater accuracy in the calculated force (free energy
gradient) [74].
For a given RP-TMD trajectory, we took structures with a spacing in Rtip by
about 2 A˚. For each structure, we harmonically constrained the MH backbone in the
regions that are in the vicinity of the neck (I349-C352 (β1), D410-Y475 (α1-α2), E560-
S575 (β6-β7), and L630-V645 (α5-β8)) with a spring constant of 5 kcal/(mol·A˚2),
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while fixing atoms in the rest of the MH that are further away. Instead of fixing,
we also used harmonic constraints (spring constant 15 kcal/(mol·A˚2)) on the entire
MH backbone, but the resulting potential of mean force (PMF) was similar (part C
of the figure on page 55). Since using harmonic constraints is computationally more
expensive than fixing the MH atoms, for other TOWS simulations we used the latter.
For sampling, we applied another harmonic constraint on the S297 Cα atom at
the N-terminal tip of the neck with a spring constant of 5 kcal/(mol·A˚2). Using 2
or 15 kcal/(mol·A˚2) did not affect the result (part B of figure on page 55). At each
value of Rtip, we performed an 800-ps MD simulation at 300 K. Coordinates were
saved every 1 ps. During the simulation, S297 Cα fluctuates around the center ~r0 of
the harmonic potential. Denoting its deviation from ~r0 by ~δr, the i-th (i = 1, 2, 3)







Fij ' −kBT cov(δri, δrj)
var(δri)var(δrj)
, (3.2)
where 〈·〉 denotes average over the simulation time, var() and cov() are respectively
variance and covariance, and Fij is the second-order partial derivative of the free
energy in the i- and j-directions. PMF was obtained by projecting the negative of
force vectors (free energy gradient) along the path defining Rtip and integrating. For
some structures we extended the simulation time up to 5 ns, but 800 ps was sufficient,
which can also be seen by the nearly identical PMF profiles obtained from the first and
second half of the 800-ps simulation (part D of the figure on page 55). To further test
the consistency of the PMF profile, we selected 11 intermediate structures from the
explicit water RP-TMD simulation in the range Rtip = 16–40 A˚ over the first energy
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barrier (cf., 2 in the part B of the figure on page 54) and performed TOWS simulation
using the GBSW implicit solvent model [75]. Consistent with PMFs obtained under
other conditions, the energy barrier was preserved (part A of figure on page 55).
6. First passage time
We calculated the first passage time to diffuse over the PMF, which allowed compar-
ison with experimentally measured stepping time of Ncd [15, 30].
Treating the neck coiled-coil as a cylinder with diameter d = 15.3 A˚ and length





[ln(p) + δr] ' 3.01× 106rad2/s (3.3)
where p = L/d is the aspect ratio, δr = −0.662+0.917p−1−0.050p−2 is the correction
factor accounting for the end effect, and η = 8.56 × 10−4 Ns/m2 is the dynamic
viscosity of water at 300 K.
If the neck does not interact with the MH and performs pure rotational diffusion





= 271 ns (3.4)
In the presence of the PMF U(x) as in the part B of the figure on page 54, the









dy e−U(y)/kBT . (3.5)
The first passage times for the two PMFs in the part A of the figure on page 55 are
plotted in Fig. 15.
In a 3-bead single molecule assay of Ncd [15], the moving part is a 4.3-µm long
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MT (25 nm in diameter), whose axial drag coefficient is ζMT = 4.67×10−9 Ns/m [79].
In addition, there are two 1-µm diameter beads attached to the ends of the MT, whose
drag coefficient is ζb = 8.07×10−9 Ns/m each. Compared to these, the drag coefficient
of the moving MH that has a 20.3 A˚ radius of gyration is 3.28×10−11 Ns/m, which is
negligible. The axial diffusion coefficient of the MT is then DMT = kBT/(ζMT +2ζb) =
1.99× 10−13 m2/s. The first passage time can be estimated using Eq. 3.5, with DMT
replacing L2Dr, which is L
2Dr/DMT = 857 times longer than those for the case when
the neck moves without load.
C. Simulation details
1. Structure preparation and simulation protocol
We used PDB 1CZ7 [65], 1N6M [24], and 3L1C [28]. While PDB 2NCD [80] also
represents the pre-stroke conformation, we chose 1CZ7 as one of its chains has the
neck coiled-coil visible by 7 more residues. There are point mutations in 1N6M
(N600K) and 3L1C (T436S). We replaced them back to the wild-type (WT) residues.
They are in the microtubule (MT) binding domain (N600) and the nucleotide-binding
pocket (T436), and do not interact with the neck. The missing loops were filled using
MODLOOP [81]. None of these loops contact the neck except for L10 (E567–Q569).
However, the L10-neck bonds (Fig. 7) broke during the motor head (MH) rearrange-
ment phase of our restricted-perturbation targeted molecular dynamics (RP-TMD)
simulation [66]. Furthermore, alanine mutations in L10 had 99% of the MT gliding
velocity of the WT [26], suggesting that L10 plays little role. The MH conformation
is controlled by a biasing potential during RP-TMD simulations, and during equi-
librium simulations the MT-binding domains were harmonically constrained, thus a
bound nucleotide has no influence and was not modeled.
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We applied harmonic constraints with a force constant of 5 kcal/(mol·A˚2) to all
atoms of the protein except the added loops and the WT residues restored in the
PDB structures (N600 for 1N6M and T436 for 3L1C), and the system was energy
minimized by 400 steps of steepest descent followed by 1000 steps of adopted basis
Newton-Raphson methods. The system was heated in an implicit solvent (table in
page 50) to 300 K with a rate of 5 K per 0.5 ps and equilibrated for 70 ps. During
equilibration, velocities of atoms were rescaled if the simulation temperature deviated
from 300 K by more than ±5 K. Subsequently, we applied harmonic constraints
only to the protein backbone and further equilibrated the system for 200 ps. The
integration time step used in this study was 1 fs. The equilibrated structures were
used as the initial and target structures of the RP-TMD. For explicit-water RP-TMD
simulations, our structures were prepared as follows: We built a solvation box of size
150 × 130 × 75 A˚3 around the pre- and post-stroke structures, and filled it with
45,973 water molecules. We then energy minimized and heated the system following
the same protocol as mentioned above, with a periodic boundary condition applied
to the simulation box. The structures were equilibrated for 500 ps with the backbone
harmonically constrained with a force constant of 5 kcal/(mol·A˚2). These structures
were used for explicit-water RP-TMD simulations.
For simulations of point mutations, side chains of the affected residues were
replaced in the equilibrated structures as described above. The entire protein except
for the mutated residues were harmonically constrained, and energy minimization and
100-ps equilibration MD at 300 K were performed to relax the mutated side chains.
Similarly, in simulations where the neck has different conformations or sequences,
the backbone of the replacing neck coiled-coil was aligned with that of the original
one, followed by the energy minimization and equilibration procedure with harmonic
constraints applied.
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In RP-TMD, if the maximum allowed perturbation of the biasing potential
(MAXF, in A˚) is too small, the system does not reach the target structure. Con-
versely, too high values of MAXF leads to the system going over potential energy
barriers that are otherwise inaccessible [66]. In our system, we determined MAXF=
0.05 or 0.1 to be adequate. With these values, time to reach the target structure
(root mean square deviation (RMSD) with the target less than 0.8 A˚) was 18–92 ps
(table in page 50). The biasing potential of the RP-TMD was not applied to the loops
constructed by MODLOOP. In RP-TMD trajectories, we considered a bond between
residues to be formed when H and O atoms in respective side chains are closer than
2.4-A˚. Coordinates were saved every 0.5 ps. In each coordinate frame, we calculated
Rtip and made a list of MH-neck contacts. Across 10 simulations under each condition
in Table II, we built a histogram of bonds with a 2-A˚ bin size in Rtip, which was used
to calculate the probability as in the figure on page 51.
2. Explicit-water simulation of intermediate structures in RP-TMD
We took four intermediate structures in one of the 1CZ7 (pre)→1N6M (post) RP-
TMD simulation with MAXF= 0.1 and in the ACE2 implicit solvent (Table S1). We
also took another structure from the 3L1C (pre)→3L1C (post) RP-TMD simulation.
These five structures represent: (a) Right before the breakage of R335-D424 bond
(Rtip ∼ 22 A˚, before 2 in Fig. 8), (b) After the breakage of R335-D424 and formation
of the K336-D424 bond (Rtip ∼ 35 A˚), (c) Formation of the K336-Q420 bond (Rtip ∼
60 A˚), (d) After 3 in Fig. 8, with the K336-E413 bond (Rtip ∼ 80 A˚). (e) From the
RP-TMD of 3L1C, with the D344-K674 bond (Rtip ∼ 7 A˚).
For each structure, we performed a 2-ns explicit water simulation with the back-
bone atoms in domains interfacing the MT (L7, L11 and α4) harmonically constrained
with a force constant of 2.3 kcal/(mol·A˚2). The simulation followed the protocol men-
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tioned above except that we used GROMACS [82] instead of CHARMM [83]. Also,
we neutralized the net charge of the system by randomly replacing 26 water molecules
with Na+ ions. The particle mesh Ewald summation method [84] was used to calcu-
late electrostatic interactions. In cases (a)–(d), the intermediate bonds kept forming
and breaking, with an average occupancy of 87% during the 2-ns simulation time.
However, the N340-Y426 in (a) broke at 0.1 ns, and K674-D344 in (e) broke at 0.2 ns,
and they stayed broken throughout the simulation.
D. Results
1. Two-step RP-TMD for Ncd conformational change
With suitable choices for parameters in RP-TMD (Sec. C1), the neck moves between
pre- and post-stroke structures. In Fig. 7, if the MH is treated as bound to the MT,
the other unbound head of the Ncd dimer (not shown) passively moves with the neck
without affecting its interaction with the bound head. This is consistent with the
comparable MT gliding velocities of the monomeric and dimeric Ncd constructs [25].
Results discussed below are thus obtained using a single head as in Fig. 7.
TMD in general has a tendency to make transition to occur first in regions with
large root mean square deviation (RMSD) between the initial and target structures
[66]. When RP-TMD is applied directly between pre- and post-stroke structures
(we performed 50 such simulations under different conditions), the neck rotates first,
followed by rearrangement of the MH. In reality, however, when the neck is in the
pre-stroke position, a chemical event such as ATP binding [25] or ADP release [24, 28]
would cause the MH to change conformation and trigger the neck motion. It would
thus be more natural for the MH to make the pre→post conformational change, fol-
lowed by the transition of the neck. To test, we applied the biasing potential of the
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Fig. 8. A representative forward trajectory of the neck with PDB 1CZ7 as the pre-
and 1N6M as the post-stroke structure. The same trajectory was used for the
forward case in Figs. 10 and 12. (A) Major bond pattern. (B,C,D) Orientation
angles defined in Fig. 7. Three vertical dashed lines numbered 1–3 mark the
substep events noted in Fig. 12.
RP-TMD only to the MH to drive it to the post-stroke state while the neck remains in
the pre-stroke position. This caused the K325-E567 and E326-K568 bonds (Fig. 7) to
break, weakening the MH-neck contact. The neck consequently became more mobile,
as can be seen by the increase in the range of thermal motion of the tip of the neck
in 1-ns MD simulations, from 9.3 A˚ (before) to 17.6 A˚ (after MH rearrangement).
Weakening of the MH-neck contacts by the MH rearrangement also leads to a reduc-
tion in the energy barrier that needs to be overcome for the neck to move, which is
about 4.5 kBT , down from 9.7 kBT for the case when the neck moves first (see below).
Thus, the forward RP-TMD trajectories discussed below are obtained through two
steps so that the MH rearranges first, then the neck rotates to the post-stroke posi-
tion. For the reverse motion from post- to pre-stroke state, we found that it is more
likely for the neck to move first, followed by the MH rearrangement to the pre-stroke
conformation (see below).
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2. Substeps during the neck motion
For the forward motion of the neck, we performed 70 RP-TMD runs using two different
implicit solvent models under different conditions, and one explicit-water simulation
(Table II). We sought features that are common to these RP-TMD trajectories. Most
notably, instead of a free swing, the neck forms and breaks a series of bonds with the
MH. The main players on the neck are R335 and K336, which interact with E413,
Q420 and D424 of α1. Closer to the G347 hinge, N340 and D344 interact with K640
in L13 and R350 in β1 (Fig. 7).
We recorded a bond formation event as a function of the distance of the tip of
the neck from its pre-stroke position, Rtip (Fig. 7). An example trajectory is shown in
Fig. 8A: After partial breakage of the MH-neck contacts by the MH rearrangement,
the Q327-N470 and H339-S421 bonds, and other hydrophobic contacts (between F329,
M333 and L471, W473; not shown) break soon after the neck starts to move. At
Rtip ' 25 A˚, R335 breaks from D424 and forms a transient bond with Q420 until
Rtip ' 51A˚. K336 that does not interact with the MH in the pre-stroke state, follows
the neighboring R335 and sequentially forms and breaks bonds with D424 and Q420.
At Rtip ' 67 A˚, K336 breaks away from Q420. Subsequently, at Rtip ' 74 A˚ the
K336-E413 bond forms, followed by others that are in the post-stroke x-ray structure
(Fig. 7). K640 switches contacts with N340 (pre) and D344 (post) in an overlapping
manner (Fig. 8A).
Since nearly all residues forming intermediate contacts participate in the pre- or
post-stroke contacts (Fig. 7), intermediate contact formation is a natural consequence
of the neck switching its binding partners between the two states. The order of
forming the contacts is determined mainly by the geometric proximity between the
residues of the moving neck and those of the MH (cf., part A of the figure on page 52),
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which should be overall preserved in different simulation trajectories. The probability
of forming a bond as a function of Rtip indeed shows a common pattern (Fig. 9). The
precise values of Rtip at which a given bond is formed or broken are likely to vary
even among steps that Ncd actually makes. The only way the neck can avoid the
intermediate contacts would be a large transverse motion away from the MH, which
is unlikely.
While the above shows that intermediate contacts are sterically plausible, due to
the biasing potential of RP-TMD, they might also be a result of poor relaxation of the
system as the neck motion is rapid, lasting less than 200 ps (Table II). To test whether
they stay formed without the biasing potential of RP-TMD, we took 4 structures from
RP-TMD trajectories and performed regular explicit-water simulations at 300 K. The
identified contacts persisted during the 2-ns simulation time (Sec. E2). An exception
was the N340-Y426 bond, which broke within 0.1 ns, hence was excluded in the above
analysis.
Aside from polar or charged residues that mediate intermediate contacts, hy-
drophobic residues M414, P417 and L418 at the N-terminal half of α1 form a groove
through which M343 travels (Fig. 10A), further highlighting its role as a guide rail.
The same set of contacts were observed during the reverse travel (post→pre) in 61
RP-TMD runs (Fig. 9H-J and Table II). The main difference from the forward travel
is in the range of Rtip over which a given bond is present (see below).
3. Twist of the neck towards the post-stroke state
We quantified the orientation of the neck using the three angles shown in Fig. 7
(Sec. B3). The longitudinal angle θlong grows monotonically to 73
◦, as in x-ray struc-
tures (Fig. 8B). The transverse angle θtrans for the motion of the neck away from
the MH, grows no more than 7.9◦ (Fig. 8C). This reflects that the neck maintains
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contact with α1 (Fig. 10A) whose 7◦-bend is responsible for the bell-shaped profile
of θtrans. Interestingly, θtwist for the axial rotation of the neck, grows to 32.3
◦ in the
post-stroke position, which may indicate untwisting of the left-handed coiled-coil in
the post-stroke state.
We further analyzed the distribution of angular strains in individual α-helices of
the neck in the post-stroke relative to the pre-stroke structure (Fig. 10B and Sec. B4).
Bending angles were at most 2◦ whereas torsional angles varied more: The α-helix of
the neck belonging to the MT-bound head (Fig. 10B, ‘Bound’) is strained in V301-
L303 (11◦), K325-E326 (9◦), and K336 (7◦). The second α-helix extending into the
unbound MH (Fig. 10B, ‘Unbound’) is also strained, with a maximum at S331 (10◦).
Among these, only the K325-K336 region contains residues that interact with the MH
(Fig. 7). Other domains may develop strains via a non-local response to perturbation
in α-helical coiled-coils [85]. Since the torsional angles in Fig. 10 are positive, the
right-handed α-helices in the post-stroke state are over-twisted, which is consistent
with unwinding of the coiled-coil as the two have opposite chirality [79].
Distribution of torsional strains across the neck coiled-coil in the post-stroke
structures had a similar trend with an overall positive twist (Fig. 11A). The cumu-
lative torsion on the tip of the neck is 24◦ (Fig. 11B). The remaining ∼ 8◦ in θtwist
(Fig. 8D) is achieved by rigid-body axial rotation of the coiled-coil with G347 as a
pivot (Sec. B4). G347 becomes α-helical in the post-stroke state, as the Ramachan-
dran plot shows (Fig. 10C). Note that torsional strains (Fig. 10B and Fig. 11A) are
present in x-ray structures, and they are not outcomes of simulation. RP-TMD shows
that the torsional strain increases more steeply for Rtip > 60 A˚ (Fig. 11B), similar to
θtwist in Fig. 8D.
To find the strain energy, we measured the local elastic moduli of the coiled-coil
by applying a fluctuation analysis method that we developed for studying the coiled-
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coil protein tropomyosin (Sec. B4) [73]. On average, its stiffness in two orthogonal
bending directions is 8.28 × 10−28 Nm2 and 7.63 × 10−28 Nm2 each, and for torsion,
4.96× 10−28 Nm2. These are about 1/3 of those for the leucine zipper [12, 73]. This
is consistent with experiments showing a lower stability of the neck [86]. Using these
results, we found that the neck is about 2.5 kBT higher in torsional energy in the
post-stroke structure (Fig. 10D).
4. Free energy changes during the forward transition
Existence of intermediate contacts suggests that the forward motion of the neck is not
a free diffusion. To quantify its energetics, we used the TOWS simulation (Sec. B5)
[22, 74]. For a given RP-TMD trajectory, we selected snapshots in ∼2-A˚ intervals of
Rtip. The number of snapshots varied between 45–57, depending on the trajectory
used. For each snapshot, we applied a harmonic constraint to the tip and performed
a 0.8-ns MD while holding the MH. The positional fluctuation of the tip can be used
to calculate the force generated at the center of the harmonic constraint (negative of
the free energy gradient) [74].
In contrast to the strong directional bias found for the cover-neck bundle of
Kinesin-1 [22], the force vectors do not point in the post-stroke direction (Fig. 12A).
Their large axial components are due to the high extensional modulus of the neck
coiled-coil [73, 87] and they do not contribute to the rotation of the neck. Only
components along the direction of travel are relevant, which provide the PMF when
integrated along the path (circles in Fig. 12B). Using Rtip as a reaction coordinate
allows to compare PMFs for different RP-TMD trajectories where paths of the neck
differ slightly. Upon the pre→post MH rearrangement and partial breakage of bonds
with the MH, the PMF rises by ∼4 kBT . This energy is likely provided by an ATPase
event in reality. We denote the MH rearrangement as the first substep (1 in Figs. 8 and
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12B). Next, a major 8.5-kBT energy barrier (4.5 kBT after the MH rearrangement) is
imposed by the R335-D424 bond (2 in Figs. 8 and 12B), the breakage of which marks
the beginning of a downhill free energy gradient until the K336-Q420 bond breaks (3
in Figs. 8 and 12B). Last, the PMF goes uphill as the neck reaches the post-stroke
orientation.
If the neck transitions ahead of the MH rearrangement as predicted by the more
“direct” TMD, an energy barrier of nearly 9.7 kBT (Fig. 14) is encountered. This
higher barrier is caused by R335 having to break its bonds with both D424 & Q420
in the pre-stroke MH, in contrast with the two-step TMD where due to the MH-
rearrangement R335 encounters D420 a little later in the neck travel. Further, at
the post-stroke, the net free energy difference between the two-step and direct TMD
paths is nearly 7 kBT , which arises from the neck un-twisting by nearly 25
◦ past 3 (in
the two-step TMD, the untwisting of the neck by about 18◦ past 3 (Fig. 8) is more
“gradual”). It is thus unlikely that in the forward motion, the neck travels ahead of
the MH.
To ensure these features are robust, we verified the following (Sec. B5): The
PMFs calculated using two other RP-TMD trajectories including one in explicit-
water, had similar profiles (Fig. 13A), and the type and strength of constraints used
in the TOWS had no major effect (Fig. 13B,C). Quality of sampling was also good,
as the PMFs obtained using the first and the second half of the 0.8-ns sampling time
matched well (Fig. 13D). Similar profiles of PMFs in these tests also suggest that the
RP-TMD trajectories closely follow the minimum free energy path.
The PMF is higher on the post-stroke side, which agrees with the higher mobility
of the neck [25]. An energetically favored post-stroke position is 3 in Fig. 12B, not
at the end of travel. This also agrees with the report where ∼10◦ rotation of the
neck in PDB 1N6M gives a better fit to the cryo-EM density map [25]. In 15% of the
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RP-TMD trajectories, the neck at 3 was further stabilized by another R335-E413
bond (Fig. 9C,G). Nevertheless, the 3→post transition may occur through thermal
fluctuation, whereby the neck is captured and stabilized by the bonds with the MH.
We estimated the first passage time for the neck to diffuse across the PMF from
the pre-stroke position (Sec. B6). Assuming the neck to be a cylinder 15.3 A˚ in
diameter and 75.4-A˚ long, its rotational diffusion coefficient with one end pivoted is
3.01 × 106 rad2/s [76, 77]. The first passage time [78] is then 2.32–8.25 µs for the
pre→3 transition and another ∼1.92–11.53 µs for the 3→post transition (Fig. 15).
By comparison, a single-molecule experiment of a full-length Ncd dimer estimates
a 200∼400 ms stepping time [15]. This is likely an upper bound due to the 50-ms
dynamic response time of their system and the large drag on the moving MT and
the trapping beads while Ncd remains stationary in the 3-bead assay. As in the
experiment, if we regard the tip of the neck to be stationary and the MH translocates
a 4.3-µm long MT with two beads 1-µm in diameter attached, the estimated first
passage time is 1.98–7.07 ms (pre→3) and 1.64-9.88 ms (3→post), which would be
even longer if the full-length stalk were used in simulation. On the other hand, the first
passage time with a flat PMF is only 271 ns when the neck is assumed to move with
a stationary MH, and 243 µs when the MT is translocated as in the single-molecule
experiment. Therefore, the neck moves to the post-stroke position likely through a
series of sub-steps driven by thermal fluctuations rather than by pure diffusion.
5. Hysteresis in the neck travel
As mentioned above, the MH rearrangement upon an ATPase event precedes the
forward travel of the neck. In the reverse motion, it is more likely that the neck
moves prior to the MH rearranging back to the pre-stroke state: If the MH has
the pre-stroke conformation before the recovery stroke (cf., Fig. 6D→E), it may re-
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bind to the MT site where it detached from. To test, we performed two types of
RP-TMD simulations of the reverse motion. In one, the neck first moves, then the
MH rearranges to the pre-stroke state (neck first; ‘NF’ in Fig. 12B). In the other,
the order is reversed and the MH rearranges first (‘HF’ in Fig. 12B). The trajectories
differ mainly in the values of Rtip at which a given bond is formed and broken (Fig. 9).
However, the net free energy change for the NF case matches better with that of the
forward PMF than the HF case does, since the NF PMF ends at 0.1 kBT at Rtip = 0 A˚
(open triangle in Fig. 12B) whereas the HF PMF ends at 3.0 kBT (solid triangle).
Furthermore, the HF PMF is mostly uphill below Rtip ' 30 A˚, as the R335-Q420 and
K336-D424 bonds that persist near the end of motion, impede the return of the neck
to the pre-stroke position (Figs. 9H vs. 9I). These results indicate that the recovery
stroke of the neck precedes the MH rearrrangement. Below we use the NF case for
the reverse motion.
The forward and recovery strokes differ qualitatively since there is no energy
barrier in the latter. This difference originates from the compliance of the protein:
During the forward motion, since the R335-D424 bond persists until 2, these residues
become strained (Fig. 12C, lower left panel). After the bond breaks, the distance
between R335 and D424 rapidly increases as they relax. During the reverse motion,
the bond can thus form again only near the end of the transition (Fig. 12C,  to
?). This can also be seen in explicit-water RP-TMD simulations (Figs. 9B vs. 9J).
The strained state of the R335-D424 bond near 2 is not an outcome of the biasing
force of RP-TMD, since it was also maintained during the TOWS simulation without
any bias on the bond. Neither did it break during a 2-ns equilibrium simulation
in explicit-water (Sec. E2). Although the R335-D424 bond may eventually break in
longer simulations, its importance is consistent with a large reduction in the MT-
gliding velocity of a mutant without the bond [26] (see Concluding Discussion).
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Another notable feature of the reverse PMF is the nearly monotonic downhill
gradient in the post→2 region. To see whether this is related to the torsional strain
of the neck, we changed its conformation in the post-stroke orientation to that of the
pre-stroke state. When the replacement includes G347, the extra α-helical turn at this
position in the post-stroke state (Fig. 10C) disappears. In either case, the calculated
PMF does not decrease in the post→3, but in 3→2 the PMF still decreases (Fig. 11C),
suggesting that the torsional strain of the neck affects the PMF in the 3–post region.
The opposite trends of the forward and reverse PMFs between 2 and 3 are likely
collective results of multiple bonds involved in this region (Fig. 9).
6. Role of the C-terminal tail
Since available x-ray structures align reasonably well with cryo-EM maps [25], and the
neck and α1 are spatially separated from the MT, the present results are unlikely to
be affected by the presence of MT. A domain that might have a potential influence is
the C-terminal tail(C-tail; V666-K700) that is mostly invisible in available structures.
Earlier we hypothesized that it may play a dynamical role similar to the cover-neck
bundle formation in Kinesin-1 [22], which is supported by the recently published PDB
3L1C [28]: The C-tail is visible up to K674 and it points to the MT plus end, analogous
to the neck linker of Kinesin-1 in the MH-docked state. In RP-TMD of 3L1C, K674
forms a bond with D344 of the neck after the MH rearrangement. But this bond is
unstable and breaks within 0.2 ns in an explicit water simulation, unlike the contacts
between the MH and α1 that are present in all solvent models tested (Sec. E2). We
constructed a model of a MT-bound Ncd, with the C-tail and the mobile E-hook
domains at the C-terminus of tubulins [88] added (Fig. 17). Depending on whether
the MH is in the ADP or ATP-like state, initially, C-tail out of the MH points to
either the MT minus or plus end (see below). In both cases, due to its length and
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positive charges, the C-tail can interact with the negatively charged E-hook of β-
tubulin, suggesting that this interaction may assist with the binding of Ncd to the
MT. Indeed, a chimera without the C-tail fails to bind [20, 28].
The neck linker-like conformation of the C-tail in 3L1C is coupled to the tilting of
α4 out of the MH (Fig. 16). This ‘see-saw motion’ occurs in many kinesin families, to
make room for the neck linker docking in the ATP state [89, 90, 91]. In Ncd, α4 does
not interact with the neck, and its orientation does not affect the RP-TMD trajectory,
as can be seen in our simulations with PDB 1N6M and 3L1C that respectively have α4
in orientations before and after the see-saw motion (Fig. 9C,G). This may reflect the
weaker coupling of the Ncd stepping event to the nucleotide state [30]. By comparison,
the C-tail is more clearly defined in x-ray structures of another Kinesin-14 motor,
Kinesin-like calmodulin binding protein (KCBP) [92, 93, 94]. Its 51-residue long C-
tail consists of the 10-residue ‘neck mimic’ that is homologous to the neck linker of
Kinesin-1, a calmodulin binding helix, and the negatively charged C-terminal coil
[94]. In the ATP-like state, the neck mimic binds to the MH [92, 93]. However,
Ncd and KCBP belong to different sub-families, Kinesin-14A and 14B, respectively
[62], and their C-tails have no sequence homology. It is thus unclear how much of
the properties of the KCBP C-tail are applicable to Ncd. On the other hand, key
residues mediating the MH-neck contacts are conserved between the two, and they
have comparable MT gliding velocities (table on page 60). Although further study
is necessary, other than mediating the MT binding, the C-tail of Ncd might interact
with the neck at most for the initiation of the forward motion in the ATP state, as
hypothesized for KCBP [92].
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E. Concluding discussion
1. Validation of the RP-TMD result
Since RP-TMD uses a bias to drive conformational change, the resulting trajectories
do not represent the actual motion of the neck [66, 68]. They instead reveal the likely
minimum free energy path along which the neck performs diffusion. Since the full
energy landscape is unknown, whether the trajectories indeed follow the minimum
free energy path should be validated by considering the possible effect of the bias in
RP-TMD and also by considering whether they are physically and sterically plausible.
As explained in Results, the common pattern of intermediate contacts over a large
number of RP-TMD simulations (Fig. 9 and Suporting Table II) suggests that they
are unlikely to be artifacts of RP-TMD. This is further supported by their persistence
in TOWS and other equilibrium simulations (Sec. E2). The α1 guide rail assists with
a longitudinal motion of the neck, and the intermediate contacts mainly follow the
placement of residues in α1 (Fig. 10A). In simulations of mutants without these
contacts, the neck indeed swivels away from the MH (see below). Furthermore, RP-
TMD has a tendency to select a path that is more accessible in the vicinity of the initial
structure. The fact that the forward PMF starts with an energy barrier (Fig. 12B)
instead of following the downhill path of the reverse PMF near Rtip = 0 A˚ suggests
that the hysteresis behavior represent a property inherent in the Ncd structure ather
than a consequence of using RP-TMD. Besides, the present results are consistent with
a wide range of structural and motility data.
2. Ncd mechanochemical cycle
Combining the present result and previous experiments, a possible mechanochemical
cycle of Ncd is proposed (Fig. 18). At the beginning, binding of the MH to the MT
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leads to the release of ADP (Fig. 18A) [95, 96]. In the nucleotide-free state, the neck
points to the MT plus end [25], and binding of an ATP leads to a conformational
change that breaks the head-neck contacts at least partially. It also has been sug-
gested that ADP release leads to the rotation of the neck (”?” in Fig. 18B) [28, 29].
Regardless of whether the neck rotation is initiated by ADP release or ATP binding,
in the ATP state, the mobile neck reaches the post-stroke position via guided diffusion
(Fig. 18C). The MH detaches from the MT upon ATP hydrolysis [97, 25] or release
of γ phosphate [95] (Fig. 18D). Finally, recovery stroke advances the detached MH
to the MT minus-end direction (Fig. 18E). Since the moving neck interacts mainly
with the α1 guide rail, whose conformation does not depend on the nucleotide state,
the proposed mechanisms for the forward and recovery strokes of the neck (Fig. 18,
B→C and D→E) are likely to hold regardless of which ATPase event initiates the
transition. Furthermore, a recent single-molecule analysis indicates that the motion
of the neck is not as strongly coupled to the nucleotide state as in Kinesin-1, for 30%
of the stepping events were MT plus-end directed [30].
3. Guided diffusion and hysteresis
Diffusion guided by intermediate contacts is an efficient strategy for generating uni-
directional motion. Conformational relaxation after the breakage of the R335-D424
bond will make it difficult to re-form (Fig. 12C). The neck instead forms other bonds
after 2, to reach 3 (Figs. 8A and 9). A similar diffusion and binding mechanism
may move the neck beyond 3 at the expense of an increased torsion. Compared to
free diffusion, the intermediate contacts can reduce the burden imposed by external
load during the forward travel. This scenario is also energetically plausible since
ADP release and ATP binding would respectively provide a few to several kBT [79],
which are comparable to the changes in the PMF of the neck (Fig. 12B). While the
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recovery stroke may be initially powered by the accumulated torsion of the neck,
below Rtip ∼ 30 A˚ it may reach the pre-stroke position via diffusion without a bias
(Fig. 12B, NF). Since the recovery stroke occurs in the unbound Ncd (Fig. 18E), it
may not require as much tolerance to load. These are consistent with the slower speed
and smaller step size of the plus-end directed stepping event of Ncd suggested from
experiments [30].
4. Comparison with mutants and other Kinesin-14 members
The role of the intermediate contacts can also be seen in the effects of mutations
on motility. In a study where MT gliding velocities of several Ncd mutants were
compared [26], more than 50% reduction in velocity was observed in alanine mutations
of key residues that are involved with intermediate contacts, including R335, K336,
Q420 and K640. Blocking intermediate contacts would reduce velocity because the
neck has to diffuse over a wider range. By comparison, mutants of E567 and K568
that break bonds with the neck upon MH rearrangement in RP-TMD (Fig. 7), had
99% of the WT velocity. The Y426A mutant had 57% of the WT velocity, even
though the N340-Y426 bond was not maintained in explicit-water MD simulation
(Sec. E2). Y426 is at the border between α1 and β3 of the central β-sheet of the MH
core, so it may be structurally important.
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Table II. Conditions used in RP-TMD simulations. The pre- and post-stroke con-
formations of 1N6M or 3L1C are respectively from chain A and B in the
PDB file. The simulation stopped at time t when the root-mean-square
deviation of the system from the target structure fell below 0.8 A˚. ‘HF’
and ‘NF’ refer to two different ways for the reverse motion mentioned in
Fig. 12. References for mutations are mentioned in the text. Ncd-ran12 is a
12 residue substitution where the 335RKELHNTVMDLR346 in the WT neck
was replaced by 335ESGAKQGEKGES346. For the LZ-neck, the Ncd neck
residues 320ELETCKEQLFQSNMERKELHNTVMDLR346 were replaced
with that of a leucine zipper sequence 320KLMKQLEDKVEELLSKNYH-
LENEVARLK346. MAXF: Maximum allowed perturbation in RP-TMD.
Motor Direction of MAXF Pre Post Solvent Time (t) No. of













ACE2 41.8 ± 9.7
10FACTS 30.4± 12.4
3L1C 3L1C ACE2 49.8 ± 6.9
Reverse
0.05 (NF) 1CZ7 1N6M ACE2 52.7 ± 7.2
10
(post→pre)
0.1(HF) 1CZ7 1N6M ACE2 57.8 ± 11.3
0.1(NF)
1CZ7 1N6M
ACE2 47.3 ± 15.2
FACTS42.4 ± 12.4
TIP3P 143 1
1N6M 1N6M ACE2 62.7 ± 8.2
103L1C 3L1C ACE2 54.5 ± 23.1
R335A






N340K 47.2 ± 12.6
D344A 56.2 ± 11.4
K640A 47.2 ± 9.2
K640N 62.5 ± 7.6
R335A/K336A 44.2 ± 7.1












Fig. 9. Probability of forming MH-neck contacts in RP-TMD under various conditions
(Table II and Sec. C1). The structures used are PDB 1CZ7 (pre) and 1N6M
(post), except (C) 1N6M, (G) 3L1C used for both pre- and post-stroke struc-
tures. (D,K) A double mutant N340K/K640N. (A-G): Forward, (H-K) Reverse
trajectories. The maximum perturbation allowed in RP-TMD (MAXF) is 0.1
except (E) MAXF=0.05. Solvent model used is ACE2 except (F) FACTS, and
(B,J) explicit-water. In (H,J,K), the biasing potential of RP-TMD is applied
to the neck first (‘NF’) whereas in (I) it is applied to the MH first (‘HF’) (cf.,
Fig. 12B). In (B,J), bond patterns are for single explicit-water simulations.
The R335-D424 bond persists over a wider range in forward than in reverse
trajectories, which is responsible for the barrier at 2 in the forward PMF (cf.,
Fig. 12B).
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Fig. 10. Guidance and conformational changes of the neck. (A) α1 as a guide rail.
R335 and K336 of the neck sequentially form bonds with D424, Q420 and
E413 (Fig. 8A), whereas M343 of the neck moves in the hydrophobic groove
formed by M414, P417, and L418. (B) Distribution of torsional strains in
the α-helices of the neck in the post- relative to the pre-stroke structure. (C)
Ramachandran plot for the G347 hinge during the forward motion. Substeps
1–3 in Figs. 8 and 12 are marked by circles. G347 becomes α-helical past
3. (D) Increase in the torsional energy of the neck in the post-stroke state,
notably after 3 where the cumulative torsion increases (Fig. 8D and Fig. 11B).
The reference structure for measuring the elastic energy is an isolated and
equilibrated neck coiled-coil, which causes a ∼1.5 kBT basal energy when the
neck is attached to the MH.
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Fig. 11. Torsional deformation of the Ncd neck and its contribution to the PMF. (A)
Distribution of torsional strains on the neck coiled-coil with different pre- and
post-stroke structures used. Vertical axis is the local twist angle of the neck
in the post-stroke relative to the pre-stroke structure. Overall positive angles
suggest unwinding of the left-handed coiled-coil. (B) Cumulative torsional
angle at different values of Rtip for the trajectory in Figs. 8 and 12. Torsion
develops mostly in the region Rtip > 60 A˚. (C) Contribution of the torsion
of the neck to the PMF. Red triangle: PMF for the WT (Fig. 12B, rev NF).
Green square: Neck in the pre-stroke conformation of PDB 1CZ7 (lacking
torsional strain) used for the post-stroke conformation, including G347 in the
random-coil state (cf., Fig. 10C). Blue circle: With the 1CZ7 neck, but G347
in the post-stroke α-helical conformation. The sharp change in PMF between
3 and the post-stroke state is absent in the chimeras. The PMF curves for the
chimeras were vertically shifted to match with the WT PMF at Rtip = 19.5
A˚.
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Fig. 12. Energetics during the neck travel. (A) Force vectors obtained using the TOWS
simulation at the tip of the neck for the trajectory in Fig. 8. Forces range
between 6–43 pN. Viewing direction is the same as in Fig. 7. (B) PMF
curves obtained by integrating the components of the force vectors along the
direction of travel, for forward (circle) and reverse (triangle) trajectories.
Substeps marked 1–3 coincide with those in Fig. 8. For the reverse motion,
two types of trajectories were used: the MH rearranges prior to the neck travel
(head first; HF, solid triangle), and conversely, the neck travels first (NF, open
triangle). (C) Comparison between forward and reverse trajectories at Rtip =
5 A˚ (near 1) and 21 A˚ (before 2). Arrow indicates the direction of travel.
In the reverse trajectory, the R335-D424 bond is formed only when the neck
almost finishes its travel ( vs. ?).
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Fig. 13. Testing the reliability of the calculated PMF for WT (A–D), and PMF of the
double mutant N340K/K640N (E,F). (A) Comparison between PMF curves
calculated using different TMD trajectories in the ACE2 implicit solvent
(MAXF=0.1 and 0.05), and in explicit water. For the explicit-water trajec-
tory, TOWS was carried out using the GBSW implicit solvent model, which is
known to match the analytic Poisson-Boltzmann result within 2% error. (B)
PMF curves around the barrier 2 obtained using different spring constants in
TOWS. (C) Using harmonic constraints on the MH backbone instead of fixing
the domains of the MH that do not interact with the neck. Although changes
in energy is somewhat different, the overall profile including the location of
the peak is the same. (D) Dividing the 0.8-ns sampling interval into two and
calculating PMF for each, which resulted in very little change. For the TIP3P
simulation in (A), and the simulations in (B) and (C), the sampling was per-
formed only around the neighborhood of 2, and the corresponding PMFs were
vertically shifted to compare with the reference PMF. (E) Forward and (F)
reverse PMFs of the double mutant N340K/K640N.
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Fig. 14. PMF curves from the one-step TMD where the neck travels ahead of MH-re-
arrangement. Two-step TMD curve from Fig. 12B is shown for comparison.
Fig. 15. First passage time for the Ncd’s neck to reachRtip from the pre-stroke position.
(A) MAXF= 0.1, (B) MAXF= 0.05. The PMF used are from Figs. 12B and
13A.
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Fig. 16. Conformation of α4 in different crystal structures. Viewing direction is the
same as in Fig. 7. In PDB 3L1C, α4 is further away from the MH (the
see-saw motion), and the C-terminal tail points to a direction similar to the
docked neck linker in Kinesin-1. Both PDB 1N6M and 3L1C have the neck
in the post-stroke orientations despite the difference in the conformation of
α4. Using either of them as a post-stroke conformation in RP-TMD does not
affect the result significantly (Fig. 9C,G).
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Fig. 17. A model of MT-bound Ncd with C-tail and the MT E-hooks. MH confor-
mation used are (A) PDB 1CZ7 (ADP state) and (B) PDB 3L1C (ATP-like)
(Fig. 16). Orientation of the motor head on the tubulin dimer is based on
PDB 2P4N. The tubulin dimer structure is from PDB 1JFF. After building the
system, a 1-ns all-atom explicit water simulation was performed using GRO-
MACS (333455 atoms in total) to relax the structure. In (B) the MT plus-end
pointing C-tail moved and made contact with the E-hook of β-tubulin. C-tail
conformations at the beginning and the end of the simulations are colored
ochre, while an intermediate configuration where the contact with the e-hook
begins in the simulation is colored cyan. Likewise E-hooks at the beginning
and end of the simulations are colored green, while the intermediate configu-
ration is colored pink.
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Fig. 18. Possible Ncd mechanochemical cycle. (A) MH of an Ncd dimer in the ADP
state binds to the MT (the unbound head is not shown). (B) ADP releases
during or after binding to the MT. Whether the motion of the neck is initiated
by the ADP release or ATP binding is unclear (marked by ?) (C) ATP binding
leads to travel of the neck to the post-stroke side. (D) The MH detaches upon
ATP hydrolysis or γ phosphate release. (E) The unbound MH advances to



































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































































We performed RP-TMD simulations of 10 mutants from Refs. [26] and [27]
(Fig. 9D,K and Table II). Under the assumption that these mutations do not af-
fect the Ncd structure significantly, our results generally agree with the correlation
between the loss of key intermediate contacts and the reduction in the MT gliding
velocity. Comparing the sequences of the Kinesin-14 family and available MT-gliding
velocities (Table III) also suggests that residues forming the intermediate contacts,
such as R335, K336, N340, and D344 of the neck, and those in α1, L13, and β1 of
the MH, are highly conserved. In contrast, residues that break contacts after the
MH rearrangement in RP-TMD, and those making hydrophobic contacts, show less
conservation.
N340K/K640N. A previous study showed that mutants N340K, K640N, or N340K
K640N have bidirectional motility with gliding velocities of axoneme-MT complexes
comparable to that of the WT [27]. We performed RP-TMD simulations of the
N340K/K640N double mutant and calculated the PMF both for the forward and
reverse travel. Swapping Asp and Lys between 340 and 640 resulted in loss of the
bond between them in the forward travel and loss of the N340-R350 bond in both
directions. Furthermore, the K336-Q420 bond did not form, indicating that point
mutations can lead to changes in bond formation by other residues (Fig. 9D,K).
PMFs for the N340K/K640N mutant are also different, rising nearly monotonically
towards the post-stroke side without a clear barrier (Fig. 13E,F). The neck may thus
simply fluctuate with the pre-stroke position as the bottom of the energy well. The
loss in directionality in the neck motion may then allow bi-directionality in the MT
gliding assay via a cooperative effect among multiple motors [27, 33].
N340A. The double mutant H339A/N340A had a moderate reduction in the MT
gliding velocity, 79% of the WT value [26]. Since the H339-S421 bond breaks quickly
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after the MH-rearrangement, loss in the N340-K640 bond (Figs. 8A and 9), may have
a greater effect on motility. We thus performed RP-TMD simulations of the N340A
mutant. In 8 out of 10 RP-TMD runs, the D344-K640 bond that overlaps with N340-
K640 in WT (Figs. 8A and 9) remained intact, so that the MH-neck contact involving
K640 is maintained. This may be responsible for the moderate reduction in the MT
gliding velocity.
Other mutants. We also performed RP-TMD simulations of eight other mutants
including those with the neck replaced by the leucine-zipper or a random sequence
(Ncd-ran12) (Table II) [26]. Overall, the contacts involving mutated residues were
broken without affecting other bonds. In the case of leucine-zipper sequence, only
N340 in the neck was conserved, which preserved the N340-K640 bond. However, with
all other contacts lost, in a 1-ns regular MD simulation in the ACE2 implicit solvent,
the neck detached from the pre-stroke position and swiveled. In Ncd-ran12, although
all residues of the neck forming bonds with the MH are lost, alternative S336-D424
and K339-D424 bonds formed until Rtip ∼13.4–24.7 A˚. However, these bonds were
not enough to hold the neck in the pre-stroke position, and it also detached from the
MH in a 1-ns MD.
5. Implication for motor mechanism
In non-motile enzymes, transition paths between different conformations may have
less functional significance compared to the end-state conformations. However, since
translocating motor proteins work out of equilibrium, hysteresis in conformational
transitions may be required for directed motility. In the case of Kinesin-1, the cover-
neck bundle formation drives the forward motion [22, 23], whereas the neck linker
unbinds likely through the see-saw motion of α4 in reverse [91, 90]. The power-
and recovery strokes of myosin occur in different nucleotide and actin-binding states
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[98]. Likewise, Ncd’s neck moves in two different phases of the mechanochemical
cycle (Fig. 18), and hysteresis is achieved by the compliance of the protein, which is
similar in origin to the adhesion energy hysteresis between macromolecular surfaces
[99]. Elucidating hysteresis in the motility cycle will be important for understanding
other translocating motors as well.
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CHAPTER IV
HOW DIRECT NEIGHBOR-NEIGHBOR INTERACTIONS REGULATE
MICROTUBULE DECORATION AND COOPERATIVITY BY NCD
A. Introduction
For its walking step, Ncd attaches to the MT (template MT) through one of its
ADP-bound MH [95]. In its pre-stroke position, the neck points to the plus-end
of the MT (part b of figure on page 81). With the neck extending directly from
the stalk to the MH, any motion of the neck is amplified by the stalk. An ATPase
activity in the MH that attaches to the MT (bound-MH), triggers a large 70◦ rotation
of the neck and the second MH (unbound-MH that attaches passively to the neck)
to a minus-end pointing post-stroke position (part c of figure on page 81). Using
molecular dynamics, we noted that the neck rotation is driven by guided-diffusion
where the coiled-coil neck forms a series of intermediate contacts with the bound-
MH [100]. When a second MT (load/transport-MT) is bound to the Ncd through
the N-terminal cargo-binding region, it slides over the first MT as the neck-stalk
rotate. A subsequent second ATPase activity at the end of this rotation, detaches
the bound-MH from the MT and the neck returns to the pre-stroke position as a
part of the recovery stroke. With the N-terminal end attached to the transport MT,
the neck-stalk’s return to the pre-stroke position brings the ADP-bound MH (that
detached from the MT), closer to the next MT binding site towards the minus-end
of the template MT. The Ncd can then attach to the new MT binding site through
the same ADP-bound MH that it used for its previous step. The role of the second
MH in the walking step was hence unclear as chimera Ncds with a single MH and a
coiled-coil stalk recorded a gliding velocity comparable to the wild-type dimer [25].
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Since they are non-processive, and the forces on the sliding (transport-)MTs were
greater than those generated by a single Ncd [31], it was proposed [33] that a group
of Ncds act cooperatively in sliding an MT. Also, an attractive interaction of about
1.5-1.7 kBT between neighboring motors on an MT was shown through experiments
[35, 36]. Theoretical models predicted the force generated by a group of Ncds and the
effect of this cumulative force on the filament [33, 34]. However, these models did not
incorporate the effect of this attraction on the motility of a motor. Also unknown was
the physical basis of the cooperativity and the attraction between these neighbors.
To understand the physical basis of both the cooperativity and attraction be-
tween motors on an MT, we structurally analyzed two Ncd dimers with various combi-
nations of pre- & post-stroke neck positions that occupy immediate neighboring sites
on an MT lattice (figure on page 81). We considered three types of neighbors: longi-
tudinal, neighbors along the same protofilament (Di,j,Di,j+1); lateral, neighbors across
adjacent protofilaments (Di,j,Di+1,j); and at seam (D13,j, D1,j+2 & D13,j+1, D1,j+2),
where the 3-start helix of the MT leads to an offset between lateral neighbors. Across
Di,j+1 and Di,j, steric repulsions between the neck-stalks of both the dimers induce
a synchrony driving longitudinal neighbors to execute their neck-stalk rotation to-
gether. Between lateral neighbors, strong attraction exists between the surface loop
L2 of a pre-stroke UB-MH of Di,j and the nucleotide binding pocket (NBP) in the
bound-MH of Di+1,j, thereby impeding the motility in both the dimers. Across the
seam, with the 3-start helix introducing a lag, each dimer interacts with two lateral
neighbors. Strong attractions between the neck (and the bound-MH) of D1,j+2 and
the unbound-MHs of D13,j & D13,j+1 impede motility in all the three dimers. It is
hence unlikely that dimers will occupy MT sites when neighboring sites across a seam
are occupied. Thus, although the function of the unbound-MH in the walking step
of a single Ncd is likely minimal [25], because off-axis neighbors interact via their
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unbound-MH, it plays a critical role in regulating the MT decoration by a group
of Ncds. These results are useful in developing “rules” that will guide temporal and
spatial decoration of an MT filament by a group of Ncds such that their cooperativity
is retained without compromising the motility.
B. Methods
Ncd attaches to the MT through only one of its MH [95] (called bound-MH, here-
after). In crystal structures 2NCD [80] and 1CZ7 [65] (Protein Data Bank, PDB ID)
the neck is pre-stroke, while in 1N6M [24] and 3L1C [28], in one of the chains the neck
is post-stroke with respect to its MH [25]. For our structural analysis and simulations
described below, we used 1CZ7 and 1N6M to represent the pre- & post-stroke posi-
tions respectively. It maybe noted that the coiled-coil neck extends directly from the
stalk. Hence, although the structural analysis is based on the part of the neck visible
through crystal structures (A296-E346), the interactions observed across the necks
of two dimers maybe extended to a scenario that involve the stalk as well. When
relevant, we will therefore refer to the rigid neck and stalk coiled-coil as neck-stalk.
1. Ncd neighbors on an MT lattice constructed from tubulin-dimers
To study the interactions between neighbors on an MT, we constructed a 13 protofil-
ament MT using the α-β tubulin dimer crystal structure 1JFF as follows: First,
we built a protofilament by translating 1JFF along the Z-axis by 8 nm. Successive
protofilaments were constructed by translating the previous protofilament by 0.92
nm and rotating by 27 ◦ along the Z-axis. The 0.92 nm stagger between neighbor-
ing protofilaments induces a 3-start helix difference between the 1st and the 13th
protofilament on the MT and the interface is called a seam (figure on page 81).
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Crystal structure 2P4N [101] captured a Kinesin-1 MH (1MKJ) [102] at the α-β
tubulin dimer junction (1JFF) [88]. Structurally MH of kinesin-1 and Ncd are very
similar, with a root mean square deviation (RMSD) ∼ 2 A˚. Thus, we super-posed the
bound-MH of Ncd onto the kinesin-1 MH in 2P4N to get the orientation of the neck
and the unbound-MH with the tubulin-dimer (figure on page 81) shows a pre-stroke
Ncd sitting on the tubulin-dimer with the neck pointing to the plus-end after the
MT bound-MH was super-imposed with the kinesin-1 MH). Superposing bound-MH
of 1N6M onto 1MKJ in 2P4N shows the neck and the unbound-MH pointing to the
minus-end of MT (parts b and c of figure on page 81).
The indices i, j of an Ncd dimer Di,j on an MT lattice stand for the protofilament
number and the site the dimer occupies on that protofilament respectively. The
protofilaments are indexed in a counter-clockwise fashion around the MT helix such
that the first and last protofilaments interface across the seam. The dimers on a
protofilament are indexed from the plus- to the minus-end such that the dimer closest
to the plus-end of the MT is numbered Di,1 (part d of figure on page 81). We call
the MH with which it binds to the MT as Bi,j, the unbound-MH as Ui,j and the neck
Ni,j.
We considered three types of Ncd neighbors along the MT lattice: 1) longitudinal,
along the same protofilament:Di,j-Di,j+1, 2) lateral, across adjacent protofilaments:Di,j-
Di+1,j 3) seam, across adjacent protofilaments separated by a seam: D13,j-D1,j+2
and D13,j+1-D1,j+2. By translating the Ncd-tubulin complex to superpose with the
tubulin-dimers along the 13 protofilament MT, (Fig. 19), we constructed the two- or
three-neighbor Ncds (in the case of seam).
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2. Ncd neighbors from a motor+MT cryo-EM map complexes
As tubulin dimers polymerize to form MT, interactions with neighboring tubulin
dimers induce conformational changes [103]. The structure of the MT may hence be
different from that constructed by translating and rotating tubulin-dimers as shown
in Fig. 19. Further, MH-attachment is also believed to change the structure of MT
[104]. Hence, the interacting regions between two neighboring motors maybe different
from those recorded from motors on an MT lattice constructed by translating and
rotating tubulin-dimers as described above.
To test this, we fit high-resolution motor crystal structures into cryo-electron
microscopy (EM) maps densities of motor+MT complexes using SITUS [105]. To-
wards this, we first obtained the bound-MH density maps by subtracting the bare
13-protofilament MT EM map [103] from the monomer-decorated MT EM-map[106].
Likewise, we obtained the unbound-MH density maps by subtracting the monomer-
decorated MT EM-maps from the dimer-decorated MT EM-maps [25] in AMPPNP
conditions. We then cropped a small region that holds two lateral and longitudinal
neighboring motors close to the MT surface in both the extracted bound & unbound-
MH map densities. Finally, we docked the MH-region of the crystal 1CZ7 into the
neighboring bound- & unbound-MH densities.
Cα-Cα distance across residues between the longitudinal neighboring unbound-
MHs (part b of figure on page 82) or between the unbound-MH and the bound-MH of a
lateral neighbor (part d of figure on page 82) remain the same whether measured from
crystal-structures fitted into cryo-EM maps (parts a & c of figure on page 82) or from
Ncd crystals that occupied neighboring sites on a MT constructed by translating the
tubulin dimers(Fig. 20b,d). With the backbone Cα atom distances well preserved,
the interacting regions that we obtained from motor crystal structures placed at
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neighboring sites on an MT lattice are hence not affected by any possible changes in
the MT structure either due to change in the tubulin-dimers or due to MH binding.
C. Simulation details
All MD simulations were carried out using GROMACS [82] with the charmm force
field [107] at 300 K. Structures were prepared as follows: We built a solvation box
around the two- or three dimers and filled it with water molecules. Ions were added
to neutralize the system. The system was first energy minimized by 1000 steps of
adopted basis Newton-Raphson methods. Then harmonic constraints with a force
constant of 2.3 kcal/(mol·A˚2) were applied to the backbone atoms and the system
was heated to 300 K with a rate of 5 K per 0.5 ps and equilibrated for 200 ps. During
equilibration, velocities of atoms were rescaled if the simulation temperature deviated
from 300 K by more than ±5 K. We finally ran the molecular dynamics simulations
by harmonically constraining the MT-interacting regions in the bound-MH (L7, L11
and α4) again with a force constant of 2.3 kcal/(mol·A˚2). The integration time step
used in this study was 2 fs.
D. Results
1. Longitudinal interactions
We considered different combinations of pre- & post-stroke positions among two
dimers that occupy immediate neighboring sites (Di,j & Di,j+1) along the same protofil-
ament (Pi). From these configurations, we record the closest interacting regions across
the two dimers. Across 2 ns molecular dynamics (MD) simulations of these combina-
tions across the two dimers, we traced three parameters: dinte, the distance between
the center-of-masses (COM) of two closest interacting regions across the dimers; dhead,
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Table IV. Closest regions and residues between longitudinal neighbors Di,j & Di,j+1.
dmin measures the distance between the O & H atoms in the respective
side-chains of the closest residues across the two dimers.
Dimer states Interacting Regions Closest Neighbors
Di,j Di,j+1 Di,j Di,j+1 Di,j Di,j+1 dmin (nm)
pre pre Ui,j Ni,j+1
L8 α0
N510 V300 2.3
pre post Ui,j Ui,j+1
L11 L1
E595 N365 2.2
post pre Ni,j Ni,j+1
α0 α0
T298 T307 0.2
post post Ni,j Ni,j+1
L11 L1
N598 N365 2.6
the distance between the COM of the unbound-MHs; & dtip, the distance between
the two neck tips. Any attraction/repulsion between the two structures would reflect
as a change in either/all of the three parameters. Table IV summarizes the closest
regions and residues between the two neighbors.
When both Di,j & Di,j+1 are in their pre- or post-stroke positions, the closest
interacting regions in these dimers are separated by more than 2 nm (Table IV). The
effect of interaction between the two dimers on each other is minimal as there was no
significant changes in dinte, dhead or dtip through a 2-ns MD simulation (parts a &c of
figure on page 83).
Interaction between the two dimers is also minimal when Di,j is in pre-stroke,
while Di,j+1 is in post-stroke. Here too, the closest interacting regions are separated
by more than 2 nm and no significant change was recorded in dinte, dhead or dtip
through a 2-ns MD simultion (part b of figure on page 83).
The plus-end positioned Di,j however, cannot execute its walking step before the
minus-end positioned dimer. Steric repulsions prevent the neck of Di,j to rotate ahead
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of Di,j+1 (Fig. 21d). For the coiled-coil visible in the crystal structures (A296-R346),
Di,j’s neck can rotate upto 56
◦ towards the minus-end (post-stroke position is achieved
by ∼ 73◦ rotation), before it encounters the pre-stroke neck of Di,j+1. Since the neck of
ncd is considerably stiff (the elastic stiffness of the coiled-coil neck is 8.28×10−28 Nm2
and 7.63 × 10−28 Nm2 for two orthogonal bending directions), and that throughout
its rotation, the neck makes continuous contacts with the bound-MH through a series
of electrostatic and hydrogen-bonded interactions [100], it is unlikely that either Di,j
or Di,j+1’s necks will explore alternate configurations such as a transverse travel or
bending to avoid this steric clash with the neighbor. As the neck extends directly
into coiled-coil stalk, with longer stalks, the range of longitudinal rotations that Di,j’s
neck-stalk can explore with a pre-stroke Di,j+1, reduces. Thus, for a chimera dimer
with a coiled-coil from N236 [25], the neck-stalk of Di,j cannot rotate more than ∼16◦
before it encounters Di,j+1. Since the rotation is guided diffusion, with the ATPase
event, the Di,j’s neck-stalk will continue to diffuse within the limited range of few
degrees that Di,j+1’s neck-stalk allows. Once, Di,j+1’s neck-stalk starts executing its
own walking step, Di,j’s neck-stalk will then start to progressively travel forward by
a series of interactions with the MH. The further Di,j+1’s neck-stalk rotates towards
the minus-end, the greater the range of rotation that neck-stalk of Di,j can explore
without hindrance.
At the end of the neck rotation, after an ATPase event, the motor likely detaches
from the MT, triggering the recovery stroke where due to the swivel action of the
newly freed MH, the neck returns to the pre-stroke position [100]. When Di,j+1 and
Di,j’s neck-stalks reach their post-stroke positions in succession (that is Di,j’s neck
rotates after Di,j+1), Di,j+1’s recovery is regulated by Di,j. Here too, steric hindrances
from the post-stroke neck of Di,j limit the range of Di,j+1’s neck-stalk rotation to
pre-stroke. In this case, Di,j can execute its reverse (rotation to pre-stroke) neck-
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stalk motion with Di,j+1 still in its post-stroke, while Di,j+1’s neck-stalk can travel
to pre-stroke only with or after Di,j neck-stalk’s reverse travel. Thus, regulation of
the forward motion of Di,j’s neck-stalk by Di,j+1 and the reverse motion of Di,j+1’s
neck-stalk by Di,j leads to a synchrony between the two longitudinal neighbors.
2. Lateral interactions
a. Neighbors across adjacent protofilaments (Pi & Pi+1)
As we travel counter-clockwise along the left-handed helical axis of a microtubule,
when two ncd dimers occupy neighboring binding sites across adjacent protofilaments
(Pi & Pi+1), strong interactions are seen between the unbound- and the MT-bound
MHs of the first and second dimers (Ui,j and Bi+1,j) respectively. Table V summarizes
the closest interactiong regions and residues across different combinations of the pre-
& post-stroke lateral dimers.
When both Di,j and Di+1,j are in their pre-stroke positions, Ui,j is in close contact
with Bi+1,j (Table V). A contact map between the two MHs reveal that the closest
interacting regions are the surface loops L1, L2 in Ui,j and the loops L1,L5 & L9 that
form the nucleotide binding pocket (NBP) in Bi+1,j. L2 interactions with the NBP
are well preserved over a 3 ns MD simulation (part a of figure on page 84). Since the
rotation of the neck is triggered by an ATPase event, the blocking of NBP in Bi+1,j
by Ui,j, impedes the mechano-chemical cycle of Di+1,j. Thus Di+1,j cannot execute
its walking step while Di,j is in pre-stroke. Further, the strong interactions with the
NBP in Bi+1,j is likely to offer resistance (probably in the form of an energy barrier)
to the diffusive travel of the neck in Di,j. With the walking steps in both the dimers
strongly impeded by their interactions, it hence becomes unfavorable for two Ncds to
occupy lateral neighboring binding sites on an MT lattice when both of them are at
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Table V. Closest regions and residues between lateral neighbors Di,j & Di+1,j. dmin
measures the distance between the O & H atoms in the respective side-chains
of the closest residues across the two dimers.
Dimer states Interacting Regions Closest Neighbors
Di,j Di+1,j Di,j Di+1,j Di,j Di+1,j dinte (nm)





















the beginning of their walking cycle.
However, when Bi,j has rotated by nearly 20
◦ around its relay-helix α4 after an
ATPase event, while the neck Ni,j is still in pre-stroke, interactions between Ui,j &
Bi+1,j weaken (part a of figure on page 84). Here, the closest interacting residues in L2
of Ui,j & L5 of & Bi+1,j are separated by nearly 15 A˚, thereby allowing mechanochem-
ical cycles to proceed in both the dimers.
Thus, a post-stroke Di+1,j, with a pre-stroke Ni,j (Fig. 22) can only be possible
when the neck rotation in Di+1,j happens before Di,j binds to MT or after Bi,j has
rotated to its post-stroke configuration due an ATPase event.
When Di,j is in post-stroke, Ui,j moves away from blocking the NBP in Bi+1,j.
Here, the interacting regions are α4-L12 in Ui,j and L9-α3 in Ui+1,j. A 3 ns MD
simulation with this post-stroke Ui,j and a pre-stroke Bi+1,j resulted in a decrease
of dinte by about 0.5 nm, indicating an attractive interaction between the two MHs.
When Di+1,j is also in post-stroke, apart from the weak attractive interactions between
Ui,j & Bi,j, Ni+1,j also interacts weakly with Ui,j (Table V). Attractive interactions
between the two dimers in both of their end-states imply that lateral neigbors will
execute their walking step asynchronously. Di,j binding to the MT after Di+1,j finishes
its walking step and its neck in post-stroke will ensure least possible impedence to
the motility in both the dimers.
b. Neighbors across a seam (P13 & P1)
Due to the 3 start-helix and the associated stagger, interactions between dimers across
a seam are different from those between lateral neighbors elsewhere. Dimers across
protofilaments without a seam separating them, interact with only the lateral neighbor
and not with those at sites preceding or after the lateral neighbor (for instance, Di,j
interacts only with Di+1,j and not Di+1,j+1 or Di+1,j−1). However, across the seam,
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each dimer D1,j+2 interacts with two lateral neighbors (D13,j and D13,j+1) (part a of
figure on page 85). Table VI summarizes the closest interactiong regions and residues
across different combinations of these pre- & post-stroke seam dimers. Since we
have already established how two longitudinal neighbors execute their walking step
in synchrony, discussed below is how the motility of these two longitudinal dimers
and the lateral neighbor across the seam are coordinated.
D13,j-D1,j+2: When both the dimers are in their pre-stroke, U13,j weakly interacts
through L8 with L2 in B1,j+2 (Table VI, Fig 23b). When D13,j is in post-stroke while
D1,j+2 is in pre-stroke, U13,j interacts with N1,j+2. This interaction is likely to impede
the recovery stroke of D13,j and the forward travel of N1,j+2. When both the dimers
are in their post-stroke they lose all interactions. Thus, to save motility in both the
dimers, it is likely that D1,j+2 binds to MT and travels to post-stroke ahead of D13,j
binding to the MT. D1,j+2 & D13,j execute their walking steps in succession.
D13,j+1-D1,j+2: When both the dimers are in their pre-stroke there is little inter-
action between them. Post-stroke N1,j+2 interacts strongly with a pre-stroke U13,j+1
(Table VI, Fig 23c) thereby impeding the recovery stroke of D1,j+2 and the forward
travel of D13,j+1. Post-stroke U13,j+1 blocks the NBP of B1,j+2 through strong in-
teractions between their respective L2 & L5 loops. Further, post-stroke N1,j+2 also
interacts with post-stroke U13,j+1, leading to additional constraints in the motility
cycles of both the dimers. Since through these different combinations of pre- & post-
stroke positions motility in both the dimers are impeded, it is unlikely that D13,j+1
and D1,j+2 will attach to the MT when the other is present.
Thus across the seam, when the two longitudinal neighbors D13,j & D13,j+1 bind
and execute their walking step in synchrony, D1,j+2 will not attach to the MT. If it
does, there is bound to be loss in motility in all three dimers.
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Table VI. Closest regions and residues between lateral neighbors across seam: D13,j
& D1,j+2; D13+1,j & D1,j+2. dmin measures the distance between the O &
H atoms in the respective side-chains of the closest residues across the two
dimers.
Dimer states Interacting Regions Closest Neighbors
D13,j D1,j+2 D13,j D1,j+2 D13,j D1,j+2 dmin (nm)
pre pre U13,j B1,j+2
L2 L8
Q386 E520 0.78




post pre U13,j N1,j+2
L11 α0
T594 Q305 1.0
post post U13,j B1,j+2
α4 L8
K618 Q516 2.1
D13,j+1 D1,j+2 D13,j+1 D1,j+2 D13,j+1 D1,j+2
pre pre U13,j+1 B1,j+2
L1 β1
T369 E360 1.75


















Our structural analysis reveals that steric hindrances from a pre-stroke neck-stalk of
a minus-end sided neighbor (Di,j+1) limits the neck-stalk rotation of a plus-end sided
dimer (Di,j) thereby regulating its walking step (Fig. 21). The synchrony between
Di,j+1 & Di,j extends across Di,j+2 & Di,j+1, Di,j+3 & Di,j+2 and so on. Hence, when
the protofilament Pi is completely occupied by dimers, all of them execute their
walking step together.
When a motor tries to attach to an MT site where the neighboring site is occu-
pied, steric hindrance with a pre-stroke neck of a minus-ended longitudinal neighbor
may prevent it from attaching to the MT at that site. Steric hindrances with a post-
stroke neck-stalk of a plus-ended neighbor may also prevent MT attachment. The
motor may then explore an alternative site that has a pre-stroke plus-ended neighbor
and/or a post-stroke minus-ended neighbor. In either of the cases, the stalk rotation
of this newly attached motor will eventually be influenced by the pre-/post-stroke po-
sitions of its neighbors thereby leading to cooperativity among this group. Over time,
when a group of motors begin to decorate a filament and most dimers are in their
pre-stroke, the steric hindrances with the pre-stroke neck-stalks coupled with the reg-
ulation of the neck-stalk rotation to post-stroke by a minus-ended neighbor, will make
the minus-ended MT sites more favorable, driving a minus-end sided accumulation
by a group of motors.
2. Lateral decoration
Strong attractive interactions between the surface loop L2 in unbound-MH (Ui,j) and
the NBP in the bound-MH (Ui+1,j) of two lateral neighbors in their pre-stroke explain
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the attractive energy between two kinesins on an MT [35, 36]. Such an attraction
however affects the motility cycle in both the motors. Our structural analysis reveals
that if Di,j attaches to its MT site ahead of Di+1,j, steric hindrance with the Ui,j
prevents Di+1,j from attaching to its site. On the other hand, when Di+1,j occupies
its MT site first, Di,j can bind to its own MT site later. Although this clockwise lateral
decoration along the super-helical axis of MT is structurally possible, it will lead to
loss in motility cycles across all lateral neighbors and hence unlikely to be adopted
by a group of motors. Since the interaction between the Ui,j and Bi+1,j is minimal
when Di,j is in its post-stroke, it is more likely that Di+1,j will attach to the MT after
either Bi,j or Ni,j reaches post-stroke. Thus anti-clockwise lateral decoration along
the axis of MT is likely separated in time, where every new motor ( Di+1,j) attaches
to its MT site only after an ATPase event in its lateral neighbor’s bound-head.
3. Lateral decoration across the seam
Among all the possible configurations of the three neighbors across the seam (D1,j+2,
D13,j & D13,j+1), attractive interactions exist that would impede motility in all the
three motors. To avoid loss in motility, at any point of time, all the three dimers
cannot be bound to the MT. When D13,j & D13,j+1 are attached (and their longitudinal
interactions drive them to execute their walking step together), D1,j+2 cannot attach
to its MT site. Because of the interactions between the U13,j+1 and the neck of D1,j+2
in all of their pre- & post-stroke combinations, D1,j+2 cannot attach to the MT when
D13,j+1 is bound to the MT. Similarly, D1,j+2 cannot attach to the MT when D13,j
is already bound to the MT. However, if D1,j+2 attaches to the MT first, D13,j can
attach to the MT after D1,j+2 in its post-stroke. It maybe noted that because of the
interactions between U13,j and B1,j+2, D1,j+2 cannot complete its recovery stroke till
D13,j’s neck travels to post-stroke. Ideally, a motor would hence avoid binding to the
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MT at a site that interfaces with the seam, when the lateral neighbor sites are already
occupied.
Rules for MT decoration: To summarize our analysis, we propose the following
rules/conditions that will govern a motor binding to a particular site (D1,j) where
immediate neighbors exist, such that its motility cycle is not affected upon attaching
to the MT at that site.
• Di,j−1 in pre-stroke: Di,j binds to MT and the neck rotations in both the motors
synchronized.
• Di,j−1 in post-stroke: Di,j does not bind.
• Di,j+1 in pre-stroke: Di,j does not bind.
• Di,j+1’s neck is traveling to or is already in post-stroke: Di,j binds to MT and
executes its post-stroke travel. As the neck of Di,j rotates to post-stroke, Di,j+1
will synchronize its recovery stroke with Di,j.
When i 6= 1,
• Di−1,j in pre-stroke: Di,j does not bind (steric repulsion due to neck-stalk).
• Di−1,j in post-stroke: Di,j binds to MT and executes its walking step.
• Di+1,j in pre-/post-stroke: Di,j does not bind (if it does loss in motility in both
the dimers).
When i = 1, lateral interactions with neighbors across the seam (on P13) start only
from j ≥ 2. For j = 2 and irrespective of whether D13,1 is in pre-/post-stroke,
interactions with the U13,1 prevents D1,2 to bind as it leads to loss in motility in both
dimers. For j > 2:
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• D13,j−2 in pre-/post-stroke: D1,j does not bind (if it does, loss in motility in
both dimers).
• D13,j−1 in pre-/post-stroke: D1,j does not bind (if it does, loss in motility in
both dimers).
When i = 13,
• D1,j+2 in pre-stroke: D13,j does not bind (if it does, loss in motility in both
dimers).
• D1,j+2 in post-stroke: D13,j may bind, but due to interactions between U13,j and
Bi,j+2, loss in motility in D13,j (no such loss in motility in D1,j+2).
Across all the lateral neighbors, we note that the unbound-MH mediates interac-
tions between the two dimers. Thus, although the unbound-MH may have a minimal
role in the rotation of the neck of a single Ncd [25, 100], it plays a critical role in
regulating cooperativity and decoration of an MT filament by a group of motors.
F. Conclusion
Using structural analysis we noted that steric hindrances between the neck-stalks of
longitudinal neighbors drive synchrony among a group of motors on a single protofila-
ment. Control by minus-end sided neighbors on the motility of plus-end sided dimers
drive a MT minus-end accumulation by a group of motors. To prevent loss in motility,
Ncds would attach to the MT after it’s lateral neighbor’s MH has undergone ATPase
event and proceeded to post-stroke configuration. Thus, unbound-MH regulates the
spatial and temporal decoration of the MT by a group of motors. Information about
the regions within an Ncd dimer that are involved in interactions with a neighbor
maybe useful for engineering motors to decorate a filament in a particular fashion.
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Additionally, continuous time monte-carlo simulations incorporating the rules de-
scribed above will elucidate MT decoration and motility characteristics by a group of
motors. MD simulations with coarse-grained Go-like models [108] of an Ncd dimers
on an MT lattice are likely to capture the effect of a neighbor on the diffusive travel
of the neck thereby corroborating our structural analysis findings. Elucidating the
physical basis of cooperativity and interactions between neighbors will be crucial for
understanding the collective behavior of cooperative motors on a filament.
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Fig. 19. (a) 13 protofilament (P1, P2,...,P13) microtubule built from the α-β tubulin
dimer (PDB:1JFF). (b) Ncd dimer interacts with the α-β tubulin dimer (T1)
through one of its MH (bound MH, B1,1), while the second MH (unbound MH,
U1,1) travels passively with the neck (N1,1). Orientation of the bound MH,
B1,1 on T1 dimer is obtained by superposing B1,1 onto the kinesin-MH 1MKJ
in the PDB 2P4N. (c) Neck rotates from the plus-end pointing pre-stroke
position to the minus-end pointing post-stroke position through guided diffu-
sion where it makes series of intermediate contacts with the bound-MH. Neck
travel is possibly triggered by an ATPase event that leads to a see-saw motion
of the bound-MH mediated by the relay helix α4 (colored in ochre). Rtip, the
distance of the tip of the neck (the S297 Cα atom) from its pre-stroke position;
and θ, the longitudinal angle traversed by the neck from its pre-stroke posi-
tion are used to measure the neck travel. (d) When Ncds thus decorate the
MT filament, there are two possible neighbors for each Ncd dimer (along the
longitudinal axis, and off-axis or lateral). Lateral interactions between Ncds
at the seam are different from the interactions between two Ncds occupying
neighboring protofilaments elsewhere in the MT.
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Fig. 20. Longitudinal (Di,j-Di,j+1) (a,b) and lateral (Di,j-Di+1,j) neighbors (c,d) from
fitting MH from crystal 1CZ7 into cryo-EM maps of Ncd with AMPPNP
bound to MT using SITUS. Cα-Cα distances between unbound-MH of longi-
tudinal neighbors (c) and the unbound-MH and bound-MH of lateral neigh-
bors (d) are similar to those recorded between neighbors on an MT lattice
constructed by translating and rotating tubulin-dimers 1JFF.
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Fig. 21. Interactions between longitudinal neighbors. (a-c) Minimal interactions be-
tween the neighbors as observed by little or no change in dinte, dhead or dtip
(refer text for definitions). (d) Steric hindrance prevents this conformation,
thereby synchronizing the neck travel across the two dimers.
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Fig. 22. Interactions between lateral neighbors Di,j & Di+1,j. Residues from the two
dimers are considered to form a potential contact when their Cα atoms are
lesser than 3 nm away. (a) When both the dimers are in their pre-stroke, Ui,j
blocks the NBP in Bi+1,j thereby regulating Di+1,j’s mechanochemical cycle.
Contact map and dinte from a 3-ns MD simulation reveal a strong attractive
interaction between the surface loop L1 of Ui,j and the NBP of Bi+1,j. These
contacts weaken when an ATPase event triggers a nearly 20 ◦ rotation of Bi,j
around its α4 relay helix, and Ui+1,j moves away from Bi+1,j. (b) When Di,j
is in post-stroke, the distance between Ui,j and Bi+1,j further increases. The
interaction between the two dimers (closest interacting regions are α4 in Ui,j
and α3 in Bi+1,j) is minimal as seen from the contact map and dinte through
a 3-ns MD simulation.
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Fig. 23. Interactions between lateral neighbors across seam. (a) Across the seam, there
are two types of neighbors: D13,j & D1,j+2; D13,j+1 & D1,j+2. (b) When both
D13,j & D1,j+2 are in their pre-stroke, L2 in U13,j interacts with L8 in B1,j+2.
While, post-stroke U13,j does not interact with B1,j+2, it forms contacts via
L11 with the pre-stroke neck of D1,j+2 (refer Table 2). When both D13,j &
D1,j+2 are in post-stroke, no interactions are observed. (c) When both D13,j+1
and D1,j+2 are in pre-stroke, they do not interact. L2 of post-stroke U13,j+1
interacts strongly with L5 of B1,j+2. When D1,j+2 is also in post-stroke, N1,j+2
also interacts with U13,j+1 through L11. Contact map distances follow the




Normal mode analysis of coiled-coils revealed that weak non-bonded forces induce
a buckling instability which we characterized using a critical buckling length (lc).
Since, these non-bonded forces are not screened in physiological conditions, such an
instability is likely to be present in all biofilaments. For coiled-coils, lc was lesser than
the persistence length and hence it modulates the filament conformational ensemble.
Notably, coiled-coils with mechanical roles such as tropomyosin or the neck-stalks of
kinesins have lengths lesser than lc.
Using local fluctuation analysis, we found that tropomyosin has regions of varying
flexibilities. Our results showed that while stiffnesses of α-helices are relatively insen-
sitive to amino-acid composition, in α-helical coiled-coils, hydrophobic core residues
involved in the knob-into-hole packing significantly modulate their elasticity. Re-
gional variations in flexibilities due to such breaks in the hydrophobic core of the
coiled-coil are tailored for the function of tropomyosin.
A future direction for this work involves studying the mechanics and energetics
of tropomyosin’s interactions with the F-actin. Since EM-maps of tropomyosin in all
of its three known states over the F-actin surface are now available [109], it is possible
to fit high-resolution crystal structures into the EM-map densities and determine the
physical basis of tropomyosin’s transition across these states. As point mutations in
the actin-binding contacts of tropomyosin are associated with various abnormalities
and disease conditions [8, 9], atomistic simulations of tropomyosin with the F-actin
filament across each of the three known states are likely to offer insights into the role
of such contacts in tropomyosin’s function on F-actin.
Also, the local flexibility map analysis we developed is not specific to coiled-coils
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or a particular length-scale. It maybe applied to study the flexibilities of large (such
as f-actin or microtubules) or smaller (DNA fragments) filaments, thereby providing
useful insights into their mechanical function.
In Kinesin-14 Ncd, using molecular dynamics simulations and structural analysis,
we found that the α-helical coiled-coil neck motion was a guided diffusion along a
mostly longitudinal path through a series of intermediate contacts with the MH.
Energetics of the forward and reverse motion revealed a hysteresis that is due to the
mechanical compliance of the protein. We note that such a hysteresis in forward and
reverse motion is useful for the directed motility of the ncd motor. More generally,
elucidating hysteresis and the physical basis of the motility mechanism on an atomistic
scale will be important for understanding other translocating motors such as myosins
as well.
A limitation of the current work is the lack of understanding the role of the
C-terminal tail in the walking step of Ncd. Studies have long hypothesized that it
may play a dynamical role similar to the cover-neck bundle formation in Kinesin-
1 [22]. However, possibly because of their flexible nature they are invisible in crystal
structures of Ncd published so far. In the crystal 3L1C the C-tail is visible up to K674
and it points to the MT plus end, analogous to the neck linker of Kinesin-1 in the
MH-docked state. Although we did run preliminary simulations of an MT-bound Ncd
with the C-tail and E-hook domains, more all-atom and/or coarse-grained simulations
are needed to determine the energetics and the dynamics of the C-tail interactions
with the E-hooks of the MT and possibly the pre-stroke neck of Ncd. Understanding
the role of the C-tail in neck motion will hence complete the atomistic picture of the
walking step of the Ncd motor.
Apart from rotating towards the minus-end of MT in the walking step, we found
that α-helical coiled-coil neck-stalks of Ncds are seen to regulate cooperativity among
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a group of motors that decorate a single protofilament of the MT. Our results also
revealed that the unbound-MH whose role was minimal in the walking step of a
single Ncd is useful in regulating MT decoration by a group of motors. Although our
structural analysis hypothesize the possible effect of attractive interactions between
neighbors on the motility cycle, additional all-atom or coarse grained simulations with
multiple dimers are needed to understand the influence of such interactions between
neighbors on the cooperative functioning of the group.
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LOCAL BENDING STIFFNESS CALCULATIONS
C++ code for retrieving torsion angles from MD data: helix 1.dat and
helix 2.dat hold the helical axis information from the two α-helices of the coiled-coil.
build Triad.h:
# include <iostream>
# include <s t r i ng>
# include <f stream>
#include <sstream>
#include <vector>
using namespace std ;
#include <s t d l i b . h>
#include <s t d i o . h>
#include <math . h>





int i noOfLines , i noOfTriads , n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e ;
char frame name [ 1 0 0 ] ;
f loat h e l i x 1 [ 5 0 0 ] [ 3 ] , h e l i x 2 [ 5 0 0 ] [ 3 ] , e1 [ 1 0 0 ] [ 3 ] , e2 [ 1 0 0 ] [ 3 ] ,
e3 [ 1 0 0 ] [ 3 ] , e dash [ 1 0 0 ] [ 3 ] , c en t r o id [ 1 0 0 ] [ 3 ] ,
a v g d i s t s l i c e s , d i s t s l i c e s [ 1 0 0 ] , mid pt [ 1 0 0 ] [ 3 ] ;
void bu i ld Tr iad ( char s t r p t s 1 [ 5 0 0 ] [ 1 0 0 ] , char s t r p t s 2
[ 5 0 0 ] [ 1 0 0 ] , int n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e ) ;
} ;
\\Returns the abso lu t e va lue o f Nbr
double Abs(double Nbr)
{






\\Returns squre root o f Nbr
double SquareRoot (double Nbr)
{
double Number = Nbr / 2 ;
const double Tolerance = 1 .0 e−7;
do Number = (Number + Nbr / Number) / 2 ;
while ( Abs(Number ∗ Number − Nbr) > Tolerance ) ;
return Number ;
}
\\ r e tu rn s po in t e r to the cros s−product vec to r o f v 1 and v 2
void c r o s s p roduc t ( f loat v 1 [ ] , f loat v 2 [ ] , f loat ∗ r e s u l t )
{
// v 1 X v 2
// cout << ” v 1 \ t ” << v 1 [ 0 ] << ”\ t ” << v 1 [ 1 ] << ”\ t ”
<< v 1 [ 2 ] << end l ;
// cout << ” v 2 \ t ” << v 2 [ 0 ] << ”\ t ” << v 2 [ 1 ] << ”\ t ”
<< v 2 [ 2 ] << end l ;
r e s u l t [ 0 ] = v 1 [ 1 ] ∗ v 2 [ 2 ] − v 2 [ 1 ] ∗ v 1 [ 2 ] ;
r e s u l t [ 1 ] = v 1 [ 2 ] ∗ v 2 [ 0 ] − v 2 [ 2 ] ∗ v 1 [ 0 ] ;
r e s u l t [ 2 ] = v 1 [ 0 ] ∗ v 2 [ 1 ] − v 2 [ 0 ] ∗ v 1 [ 1 ] ;
// cout << ” r e s u l t \ t ” << r e s u l t [ 0 ] << ”\ t ” << r e s u l t [ 1 ]




#include ” b u i l d t r i a d . h”
#include <matrix . h>
#ifndef NO NAMESPACE
using namespace std ;






typedef matrix<double> Matrix ;
#else




# define TRYBEGIN( ) try {
# define CATCHERROR( ) } catch ( const STD : : except ion& e ) { \
c e r r << ”
Error : ”
<< e . what
( ) << endl
; }
#else
# define TRYBEGIN( )
# define CATCHERROR( )
#endif
void Triad : : bu i ld Tr iad ( char s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ 5 0 0 ] [ 1 0 0 ] , char
s t r c t r c o o r 2 [ 5 0 0 ] [ 1 0 0 ] , int n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e )
{
int i =0, j =0,k=0;
f loat x 1 , x 2 , x 3 , y 1 , y 2 , y 3 , z 1 , z 2 , z 3 , midpt i ,
midpt j , midpt k , s q r l e n g t h ;
f loat tmp e x , tmp e y , tmp e z , length ,∗ temp ;
char ∗tmp ;
tmp = ( char ∗) mal loc ( s t r l e n ( s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ 1 0 ] ) ) ;
for ( i =0; i < n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e ; i++)
{
// cout << s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ 1 0 ] << end l ;
memcpy( ( void∗)tmp , ( void∗)&s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ i
] [ 0 ] , 1 1 ) ;
Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 0 ] = a t o f (tmp) ;
memcpy( ( void∗)tmp , ( void∗)&s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ i
] [ 1 2 ] , 1 7 ) ;
Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 1 ] = a t o f (tmp) ;
memcpy( ( void∗)tmp , ( void∗)&s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ i
] [ 2 8 ] , 1 7 ) ;
Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 2 ] = a t o f (tmp) ;
// cout << Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 0 ] << ”\ t ” << Triad
: : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 1 ] << ”\ t ” << Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 3 ] <<
end l ;
}
for ( i =0; i < n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e ; i++)
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{
memcpy( ( void∗)tmp , ( void∗)&s t r c t r c o o r 2 [ i
] [ 0 ] , 1 1 ) ;
Triad : : h e l i x 2 [ i ] [ 0 ] = a t o f (tmp) ;
memcpy( ( void∗)tmp , ( void∗)&s t r c t r c o o r 2 [ i
] [ 1 2 ] , 1 7 ) ;
Triad : : h e l i x 2 [ i ] [ 1 ] = a t o f (tmp) ;
memcpy( ( void∗)tmp , ( void∗)&s t r c t r c o o r 2 [ i
] [ 2 8 ] , 1 7 ) ;
Triad : : h e l i x 2 [ i ] [ 2 ] = a t o f (tmp) ;
}
for ( i =0; i < n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e ; i++)
{
Triad : : c en t r o id [ i ] [ 0 ] = ( Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 0 ]
+ Triad : : h e l i x 2 [ i ] [ 0 ] ) /2 ;
Triad : : c en t r o id [ i ] [ 1 ] = ( Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 1 ]
+ Triad : : h e l i x 2 [ i ] [ 1 ] ) /2 ;
Triad : : c en t r o id [ i ] [ 2 ] = ( Triad : : h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 2 ]
+ Triad : : h e l i x 2 [ i ] [ 2 ] ) /2 ;
}
for ( i =0; i< no o f p t s pe r f r ame −1; i++)
{
tmp e x = Triad : : c en t r o id [ i + 1 ] [ 0 ] − Triad : :
c en t r o i d [ i ] [ 0 ] ;
tmp e y = Triad : : c en t r o id [ i + 1 ] [ 1 ] − Triad : :
c en t r o i d [ i ] [ 1 ] ;
tmp e z = Triad : : c en t r o id [ i + 1 ] [ 2 ] − Triad : :
c en t r o i d [ i ] [ 2 ] ;
s q r l e n g t h = (pow( tmp e x , 2 )+pow( tmp e y , 2 )+
pow( tmp e z , 2 ) ) ;
Triad : : d i s t s l i c e s [ i ] = length ;
l ength = SquareRoot ( ( double ) s q r l e n g t h ) ;
Triad : : e3 [ i ] [ 0 ] = tmp e x / length ;
Triad : : e3 [ i ] [ 1 ] = tmp e y / length ;




for ( i =0; i < no o f p t s pe r f r ame −1 ; i++)
sum = sum + Triad : : d i s t s l i c e s [ i ] ;
Triad : : a v g d i s t s l i c e s = sum/( no o f p t s pe r f r ame −1)
;
cout << ”Average d i s t anc e between s l i c e s ” << Triad : :
a v g d i s t s l i c e s << endl ;
temp = ( f loat ∗) mal loc ( s izeof ( Triad : : e1 ) ) ;
for ( i =0; i< no o f p t s pe r f r ame −1; i++)
{
tmp e x = Triad : : c en t r o id [ i ] [ 0 ] − Triad : :
h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 0 ] ;
tmp e y = Triad : : c en t r o id [ i ] [ 1 ] − Triad : :
h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 1 ] ;
tmp e z = Triad : : c en t r o id [ i ] [ 2 ] − Triad : :
h e l i x 1 [ i ] [ 2 ] ;
s q r l e n g t h = (pow( tmp e x , 2 )+pow( tmp e y , 2 )+
pow( tmp e z , 2 ) ) ;
l ength = SquareRoot ( ( double ) s q r l e n g t h ) ;
Triad : : e dash [ i ] [ 0 ] = tmp e x / length ;
Triad : : e dash [ i ] [ 1 ] = tmp e y / length ;
Triad : : e dash [ i ] [ 2 ] = tmp e z / l ength ;
c r o s s p roduc t ( e dash [ i ] , Triad : : e3 [ i ] , temp ) ;
s q r l e n g t h = (pow(Abs( temp [ 0 ] ) , 2 )+pow(Abs(
temp [ 1 ] ) , 2 )+pow(Abs( temp [ 2 ] ) , 2 ) ) ;
l ength = s q r t ( s q r l e n g t h ) ;
Triad : : e2 [ i ] [ 0 ] = temp [ 0 ] / l ength ;
Triad : : e2 [ i ] [ 1 ] = temp [ 1 ] / l ength ;
Triad : : e2 [ i ] [ 2 ] = temp [ 2 ] / l ength ;
}
for ( i =0; i< no o f p t s pe r f r ame −1; i++)
{
c r o s s p roduc t ( Triad : : e3 [ i ] , Triad : : e2 [ i ] ,
temp ) ;
s q r l e n g t h = (pow( temp [ 0 ] , 2 )+pow( temp [ 1 ] , 2 )+
pow( temp [ 2 ] , 2 ) ) ;
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l ength = SquareRoot ( s q r l e n g t h ) ;
Triad : : e1 [ i ] [ 0 ] = temp [ 0 ] / l ength ;
Triad : : e1 [ i ] [ 1 ] = temp [ 1 ] / l ength ;
Triad : : e1 [ i ] [ 2 ] = temp [ 2 ] / l ength ;
}
}
void trans mat ( f loat a [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , f loat b [ 3 ] [ 3 ] )
{
int i , j , e3 , e2 , e1 , e4 ;
for ( i =0; i <3; i++)
{ for ( j =0; j <3; j++)
{




void det mat ( f loat a [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , f loat ∗det )
{
int i , j , e3 , e2 , e1 , e4 ;
f loat b [ 3 ] [ 3 ] ;
i =0;
b [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = ( a [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 0 ] [ 1 ] = −(a [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 0 ] [ 2 ] = ( a [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 1 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ) ;
∗det = ( a [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ∗ b [ 0 ] [ 0 ] + a [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ∗ b [ 0 ] [ 1 ] + a [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ∗ b
[ 0 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
}
void minor mat ( f loat a [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , f loat b [ 3 ] [ 3 ] )
{
int i , j , e3 , e2 , e1 , e4 ;
b [ 0 ] [ 0 ] = ( a [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 0 ] [ 1 ] = −(a [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 0 ] [ 2 ] = ( a [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 1 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ) ;
b [ 1 ] [ 0 ] = −(a [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 1 ] [ 1 ] = ( a [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 1 ] [ 2 ] = −(a [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 2 ] [ 1 ] − a [ 2 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ) ;
b [ 2 ] [ 0 ] = ( a [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ∗ a [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 2 ] [ 1 ] = −(a [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 2 ] − a [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ) ;
b [ 2 ] [ 2 ] = ( a [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 1 ] [ 1 ] − a [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ∗ a [ 0 ] [ 1 ] ) ;
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}
void mul mat ( f loat a [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , f loat b [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , f loat c [ 3 ] [ 3 ] )
{
int i , j , k ;
for ( i =0; i <3; i++)
{ for ( j =0; j <3; j++)
{c [ i ] [ j ] = 0 ;}
}
for ( k=0;k<3;k++)
{ for ( i =0; i <3; i++)
{ for ( j =0; j <3; j++)
{




}// end mul mat
void inv mat ( f loat a [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , f loat b [ 3 ] [ 3 ] )
{
int i , j ;
f loat det , temp [ 3 ] [ 3 ] ;
det mat (a ,& det ) ;
minor mat (a , temp ) ;
trans mat ( temp , b) ;
for ( i =0; i <3; i++)
{ for ( j =0; j <3; j++)
{





void t rans format ion mat ( f loat e3 [ ] , f loat e2 [ ] , f loat e1 [ ] ,
f loat e3 dash [ ] , f loat e2 dash [ ] , f loat e1 dash [ ] , f loat t
[ 3 ] [ 3 ] )
{
f loat temp [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , A [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , B [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , det ;
int i , j , k ;
//A,B are the b a s i s v e c t o r matr ices whose rows conta in
b a s i s v e c t o r s .
for ( j =0; j <3; j++)
{
B [ 0 ] [ j ]=e3 [ j ] ;
A [ 0 ] [ j ]= e3 dash [ j ] ;
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B [ 1 ] [ j ]=e2 [ j ] ;
A [ 1 ] [ j ]= e2 dash [ j ] ;
B [ 2 ] [ j ]=e1 [ j ] ;
A [ 2 ] [ j ]= e1 dash [ j ] ;
}
/∗ f o r ( i n t i =0; i <3; i++)
{
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <3; j++)
{
cout << ”E ’ [”<< i <<”][” << j




f o r ( i n t i =0; i <3; i++)
{
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <3; j++)
{
// cout << ”E [”<< i <<”][” << j
<< ” ] = ” << B[ i ] [ j ] << end l ;
}
} ∗/
inv mat (B, temp ) ;
mul mat (A, temp , t ) ;
}// end vo id trans format ion mat
void e u l e r a n g l e b e t p l a n e s a l p h a ( f loat e3 [ ] , f loat e2 [ ] ,
f loat e1 [ ] , f loat e3 dash [ ] , f loat e2 dash [ ] , f loat
e1 dash [ ] , f loat ∗alpha , f loat ∗beta , f loat ∗gamma)
{
f loat trans form [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , theta temp , s in be ta , cos beta ,
cos a lpha , tan alpha , pi , tmp beta , tmp gamma ;
p i = acos (−1) ;
t rans format ion mat ( e3 , e2 , e1 , e3 dash , e2 dash , e1 dash
, trans form ) ;
/∗ f o r ( i n t i =0; i <3; i++)
{
f o r ( i n t j =0; j <3; j++)
{
cout << ”Transform [”<< i
<<”][” << j << ” ] = ” <<




tan a lpha = −trans form [ 0 ] [ 1 ] / trans form [ 0 ] [ 0 ] ;
// cout << ” a lpha from tan c a l c u l a t i o n ” << atan (
t a n a l p h a ) << end l ;
s i n b e t a = trans form [ 0 ] [ 2 ] ;
∗beta = as in ( s i n b e t a ) ;
c o s be ta = cos ( tmp beta ) ;
// c o s a l p h a = transform [ 0 ] [ 0 ] / c o s b e t a ;
// cout << ” a lpha from cos c a l c u l a t i o n ” << acos (
c o s a l p h a ) << end l ;
tmp gamma = acos ( trans form [ 2 ] [ 2 ] / co s be ta ) ;
∗alpha = atan ( tan a lpha ) ;
∗gamma = tmp gamma ;
}
void e u l e r a n g l e b e t p l a n e s b e t a ( f loat e3 [ ] , f loat e2 [ ] ,
f loat e1 [ ] , f loat e3 dash [ ] , f loat e2 dash [ ] , f loat
e1 dash [ ] , f loat ∗alpha , f loat ∗beta , f loat ∗gamma)
{
f loat trans form [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , theta temp , sin gamma , cos gamma ,
cos a lpha , cos beta , tan beta , pi , tmp gamma ;
p i = acos (−1) ;
t rans format ion mat ( e3 , e2 , e1 , e3 dash , e2 dash , e1 dash
, trans form ) ;
tan beta = −trans form [ 2 ] [ 0 ] / trans form [ 2 ] [ 2 ] ;
// cout << ” be ta from tan c a l c u l a t i o n ” << atan ( t a n b e t a
) << end l ;
sin gamma = trans form [ 2 ] [ 1 ] ;
tmp gamma = as in ( sin gamma ) ;
∗gamma = tmp gamma ;
cos gamma = cos (tmp gamma) ;
∗alpha = acos ( trans form [ 1 ] [ 1 ] / cos gamma ) ;
// c o s b e t a = transform [ 2 ] [ 2 ] / cos gamma ;
∗beta = atan ( tan beta ) ;
}
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void eu l e r ang l e bet p lanes gamma ( f loat e3 [ ] , f loat e2 [ ] ,
f loat e1 [ ] , f loat e3 dash [ ] , f loat e2 dash [ ] , f loat
e1 dash [ ] , f loat ∗alpha , f loat ∗beta , f loat ∗gamma)
{
f loat trans form [ 3 ] [ 3 ] , theta temp , s in a lpha , cos gamma ,
cos a lpha , cos beta , tan beta , pi , tmp gamma ,
tmp alpha , tmp beta , tan gamma ;
p i = acos (−1) ;
t rans format ion mat ( e3 , e2 , e1 , e3 dash , e2 dash , e1 dash
, trans form ) ;
tan gamma = −trans form [ 1 ] [ 2 ] / trans form [ 1 ] [ 1 ] ;
// cout << ” gamma from tan c a l c u l a t i o n ” << atan (
tan gamma ) << end l ;
s i n a l p h a = trans form [ 1 ] [ 0 ] ;
tmp alpha = as in ( s i n a l p h a ) ;
∗alpha = tmp alpha ;
co s a lpha = cos ( tmp alpha ) ;
// cout << ”gamma from cos c a l c u l a t i o n ” << acos (
transform [ 1 ] [ 1 ] / c o s a l p h a ) << end l ; ;
tmp beta = acos ( trans form [ 0 ] [ 0 ] / co s a lpha ) ;
∗beta = tmp beta ;
∗gamma = atan ( tan gamma ) ;
}
void ca l c Ang l e ( vector<Triad> &vec Triad , int triad num )
{
// cout << ” I n s i d e c a l c A n g l e ” << end l ;
f loat e3 [ 3 ] , e2 [ 3 ] , e1 [ 3 ] , e3 dash [ 3 ] , e2 dash [ 3 ] , e1 dash
[ 3 ] , p i ;
f loat e1 alpha , e1 beta , e1 gamma , e2 alpha , e2 beta ,
e2 gamma , e3 alpha , e3 beta , e3 gamma ;
f loat alpha , beta , gamma;
int i ;
p i = acos (−1) ;
char tmp [ 1 0 0 ] ;
s p r i n t f (tmp , ” . / t r i a d a n g l e s / a lpha %d . dat” , triad num )
;
o fs tream f a l p h a (tmp , i o s b a s e : : out ) ;
s p r i n t f (tmp , ” . / t r i a d a n g l e s / beta %d . dat” , triad num ) ;
o fs tream f b e t a (tmp , i o s b a s e : : out ) ;
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s p r i n t f (tmp , ” . / t r i a d a n g l e s /gamma %d . dat” , triad num )
;
o fs tream f gamma (tmp , i o s b a s e : : out ) ;
s p r i n t f (tmp , ” . / t r i a d a n g l e s / d i s t %d . dat” , triad num ) ;
o fs tream f d i s t (tmp , i o s b a s e : : out ) ;
f loat sum = 0 ;
for ( i =0; i <=1000; i++)
{
e u l e r a n g l e b e t p l a n e s a l p h a ( vec Tr iad [ i ] . e3 [
triad num −1] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e2 [ triad num
−1] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e1 [ triad num −1] ,
vec Tr iad [ i ] . e3 [ tr iad num ] , vec Tr iad [ i ] .
e2 [ triad num ] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e1 [ triad num ] ,
&e1 alpha ,& e1 beta ,&e1 gamma ) ;
e u l e r a n g l e b e t p l a n e s b e t a ( vec Tr iad [ i ] . e3 [
triad num −1] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e2 [ triad num
−1] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e1 [ triad num −1] ,
vec Tr iad [ i ] . e3 [ tr iad num ] , vec Tr iad [ i ] .
e2 [ triad num ] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e1 [ triad num ] ,
&e2 alpha ,& e2 beta ,&e2 gamma ) ;
eu l e r ang l e bet p lanes gamma ( vec Tr iad [ i ] . e3 [
triad num −1] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e2 [ triad num
−1] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e1 [ triad num −1] ,
vec Tr iad [ i ] . e3 [ tr iad num ] , vec Tr iad [ i ] .
e2 [ triad num ] , vec Tr iad [ i ] . e1 [ triad num ] ,
&e3 alpha ,& e3 beta ,&e3 gamma ) ;
// cout << a lpha << ”\ t ” << be ta << ”\ t ” <<
gamma << end l ;
alpha = e1 a lpha /( vec Tr iad [ i ] . d i s t s l i c e s [
triad num −1]) ;
beta = e2 beta /( vec Tr iad [ i ] . d i s t s l i c e s [
triad num −1]) ;
gamma = e3 gamma /( vec Tr iad [ i ] . d i s t s l i c e s [
triad num −1]) ;
// cout << a lpha << ”\ t ” << be ta << ”\ t ” <<
gamma << end l ;
/∗ a lpha = e 1 a l p h a ∗180/ p i ;
be ta = e 2 b e t a ∗180/ p i ;
gamma = e3 gamma∗180/ p i ; ∗/
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i f ( abs ( alpha ) < 0 .0001)
{




f a l p h a << alpha << endl ;
}
i f ( abs ( beta ) < 0 .0001)
{




f b e t a << beta << endl ;
}
i f ( abs (gamma) < 0 .0001)
{




f gamma << gamma << endl ;
}
sum = sum + vec Tr iad [ i ] . d i s t s l i c e s [
tr iad num ] ;
f d i s t << vec Tr iad [ i ] . d i s t s l i c e s [ tr iad num ]
<< endl ;
}
// cout << ” Avg d i s t a n c e between s l i c e s ” << sum/499
<< end l ;
f a l p h a . c l o s e ( ) ;
f b e t a . c l o s e ( ) ;
f gamma . c l o s e ( ) ;
f d i s t . c l o s e ( ) ;
}
\\ c a l l to the program using t r i a d number : c a l c u l a t e s the
t o r s i o n ang l e s between this and the ne ighbor ing t r i a d
int main ( int argc , char∗ argv [ ] )
{
int i =0, j =1;
char tmp1 [ 2 0 0 ] , tmp2 [ 2 0 0 ] , frame name [ 1 0 0 ] ;
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vec to r <Triad> vec Tr iad ;
int n o o f r e s , n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e ;
n o o f r e s = 284 ;
n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e = 55 ;
s p r i n t f ( tmp1 , ” h e l i x 1 . dat” ) ;
s p r i n t f ( tmp2 , ” h e l i x 2 . dat” ) ;
i f s t r e a m f c t r 1 ( tmp1 , i f s t r e a m : : in ) ;
i f s t r e a m f c t r 2 ( tmp2 , i f s t r e a m : : in ) ;
i f ( f c t r 1 . i s open ( ) && f c t r 2 . i s open ( ) )
{
// cout << ” S u c c e s s f u l l y opened the f i l e s
\ t ” << tmp1 <<”\ t ” << tmp2 << ” \ t f o r read ing co−o r d i n a t e s




cout << ” Problems in opening the f i l e f o r co
−ord inate s ,\ t ” << tmp1 << ”\ t ” << tmp2<< ”
\ t q u i t t i n g ” << endl ;
}
char s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ 1 0 0 ] [ 1 0 0 ] , s t r c t r c o o r 2
[ 1 0 0 ] [ 1 0 0 ] ;
j =1;
while ( ( ! f c t r 1 . e o f ( ) ) | | ( ! f c t r 2 . e o f ( ) ) )
{
for ( i = 0 ; i < n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e ; i++)
{
f c t r 1 . g e t l i n e ( s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ i ] , 1 0 0 )
;
f c t r 2 . g e t l i n e ( s t r c t r c o o r 2 [ i ] , 1 0 0 )
;
// cout << s t r c t r c o o r 2 [ i ] << end l ;
i f ( ( ! s t r c t r c o o r 1 [ i ] [ 0 ] ) | |
( ! s t r c t r c o o r 2 [ i ] [ 0 ] ) )
{
cout << ” i n s i d e i f loop ” <<
endl ;




Triad obj Tr iad ;
ob j Tr iad . bu i ld Tr iad ( s t r c t r c o o r 1 ,
s t r c t r c o o r 2 , n o o f p t s p e r f r a m e
) ;
vec Tr iad . push back ( ob j Tr iad ) ;
}
f i n i s h l o o p :
int triad num ;
triad num = a t o i ( argv [ 1 ] ) ;
cout << ” Triad number ” << triad num << endl ;
ca l c Ang l e ( vec Triad , triad num ) ;
return 0 ;
}
calc stiffness alpha.m: (can be used for beta and gamma stiffness values as well).
Determine the stiffness from the curvature of the torsion angle distributions obtained
from build triad.cpp.
t r i a d =1;
a l p h a b e n d i n g s t i f f n e s s = fopen (” t r i a d a n g l e s / avg lp1 . dat ” ,”w
”) ;
a l p h a e q u i l i b r i u m 1 = fopen (” t r i a d a n g l e s / avg a lpha 1 . dat ” ,”w
”) ;
a l p h a e q u i l i b r i u m 2 = fopen (” t r i a d a n g l e s / avg a lpha 2 . dat ” ,”w
”) ;
avg alpha = fopen (” avg a lpha e0 . dat ” ,”w”) ;
for t r i a d =1:55
a l p h a f i l e =”t r i a d a n g l e s / a lpha ” ;
a l p h a f i l e=s t r c a t ( a l p h a f i l e , int2str ( t r i a d ) ) ;
a l p h a f i l e=s t r c a t ( a l p h a f i l e , ” . dat ”) ;
a l p h a h i s t s t r =”t r i a d a n g l e s / h i s t a l p h a ” ;
a l p h a h i s t s t r=s t r c a t ( a l p h a h i s t s t r , int2str ( t r i a d ) ) ;
a l p h a h i s t s t r=s t r c a t ( a l p h a h i s t s t r , ” . dat ”) ;
a l p h a r e g s t r=”t r i a d a n g l e s / r e g a l p h a ” ;
a l p h a r e g s t r=s t r c a t ( a l p h a r e g s t r , int2str ( t r i a d ) ) ;
a l p h a r e g s t r=s t r c a t ( a l p h a r e g s t r , ” . dat ”) ;
a l p h a h i s t f i l e = fopen ( a l p h a h i s t s t r , ”w”) ;
a l p h a r e g f i l e = fopen ( a l p h a r e g s t r , ”w”) ;
d i s t = load (” t r i a d a n g l e s / a v g d i s t . dat ”) ;
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alpha = load ( a l p h a f i l e ) ;
[ h i s t a lpha , bin ] = hist ( alpha , 100 ) ;
#disp ( bin ) ;
i =1;
for n=1:100
r e g r e s s i o n = −log ( h i s t a l p h a (n) ) ;
i f ( r e g r e s s i o n != Inf )
x ( i ) = bin (n) ;
y ( i ) = r e g r e s s i o n ;
fpr intf ( a l p h a r e g f i l e , ”%f \ t%d\n” , b in (n) ,
r e g r e s s i o n ) ;
i ++;
e n d i f
fpr intf ( a l p h a h i s t f i l e , ”%f \ t%d\n” , b in (n) , h i s t a l p h a (
n) ) ;
endfor
p= polyf it (x , y , 2 )
b e n d i n g s t i f f n e s s = (2∗p (1) ) / d i s t ( 1 , 2 )
fpr intf ( a l p h a b e n d i n g s t i f f n e s s , ”%d\ t%f \n” , t r i a d ,
b e n d i n g s t i f f n e s s ) ;
e q u i l i b r i u m a n g l e 1 = sqrt (p (3 ) ∗2/( b e n d i n g s t i f f n e s s ) )
fpr intf ( a lpha equ i l i b r ium 1 , ”%d\ t%f \n” , t r i a d ,
e q u i l i b r i u m a n g l e 1 ) ;
e q u i l i b r i u m a n g l e 2 = −(p (2 ) /( b e n d i n g s t i f f n e s s ) )
fpr intf ( a lpha equ i l i b r ium 2 , ”%d\ t%f \n” , t r i a d ,
e q u i l i b r i u m a n g l e 2 ) ;
fpr intf ( avg alpha , ”%d\ t%f \n” , t r i a d , ( e q u i l i b r i u m a n g l e 2 ∗180/
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